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Summary of the thesis
In living systems, the extracellular matrix (ECM) is a complex structural network of
proteins that confine and supports cells adherent to it. In the process of cell adhe-
sion, the cells spread out on the supporting microenviroment generating intracellular
tension (mediated by actomyosin contractility). Such mechanical force modulates
the formation of focal adhesion structures (FA). The ”local” generation of mechan-
ical force in FA causes ”global” changes in cell shape and motility , modulation of
gene expression and changes in cell proliferation, differentiation and survival. Due
to their importance, FA are attractive targets for drug discovery and functional ge-
nomics studies. However, less is known about how cells mechanically sense and
transduce external chemical and physical signals via FA as surface mechanosensors.
The process of cell adhesion is mediated mainly through attachment and clustering
of transmembrane integrins of the cell to ECM macromolecules, such as fibronectin,
vitronectin, collagen and laminin. ECM proteins have been shown to contain ligand
peptides that can influence cell behavior. In this thesis, the interaction of cells with
different ECM peptide ligands is examined in order to determine the importance of
this relationship in cell adhesion and differentiation.
In this thesis, the immobilization of peptides on engineered surfaces is used to
mimic proteins in the ECM and to characterize their influence on cellular functions.
The engineered surfaces consist of nanometer spaced, hexagonally arranged gold-
particles on glass surfaces, which can be specifically decorated with the desired pep-
tide, and the interparticle spacing modulated. In particular, progenitor C2 cells were
chosen as reporter cells, as a well-documented model for studying cell differentiation,
with the potential to differentiate into bone or muscle cells. For the quantification
of cell-ECM matrix interaction, the C2 cells were manipulated to express fluores-
cent paxillin, a common FA component in cell adhesion screens. Further, in this
thesis, cell adhesion experiments on nanopatterns were optimized to a cell based,
multi-parametric and high-throughput screening (HTPS) system.
Using this HTPS platform at fixed 52 nm spacing between gold particles, a pep-
tide library (perturbation) containing 33 different ECM derived peptides from fibrino-
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gen, tenascin, collagen, fibronectin and laminins was examined. The screen ranked
the response of the C2 cells based on a quantitative evaluation for cell attachment
and a qualitative phenotypic rating. Out of this library, 5 adhesive peptide ligand
candidates were chosen (3 laminin, 1 fibronectin, and 1 fibrinogen) based on their
ability to induce a substantial phenotypic change in the cells as compared to the
control peptide ligand RGDfK. The 5 peptide candidates finally examined are linear
in structure, non RGD containing and up to 20 amino-acid long.
Both chemical (peptide ligand exposure) and spatial (nano particle spacing) cues
were more thoroughly studied using the five chosen peptide ligands. Each of the
peptide ligands was bound to the nano-patterns surfaces but this time 3 spaces were
tested: 52 nm, 70 nm and 116 nm. In each case, the phenotypic response of the
cells was measured; cell shape (spreading and elongation), FA morphology (area and
length), and FA number in treated versus control cells were statistically compared.
The results specific to the chemical cues at 52 nm showed that 1 laminin peptide
(sequence designation F-9) induced an increase in cell spreading (50%) and number
of FA structures (100%) as compared to the control RGDfk peptide. Additionally,
the fibrinogen peptide ligand (sequence designation P2) triggered a rare cluster phe-
notype.
When evaluating adhesion dependence upon the peptide ligand spacing, it was
observed that the number of adherent cells decreased by 50% and 70% at 70nm and
116 nm respectively, as compared to 52nm-spaced nanopatterns. Similar decreasing
trends were also observed in cell area, FA number and FA area. Only cell elongation
and FA elongation seemed unaffected by peptide ligand spacing.
The study addresses the importance of ligands as active sites in cellular response
producing specific changes in the cell cystoskeleton and FA, subjected by the lig-
and spacing. Such intrinsic phenotypes shed light on novel specific receptor-ligand
interaction on cell shape.
As a final step, the identified peptide ligands were used to explore preliminary
relationships between ECM molecule signaling and cell myogenesis and osteogenesis
on 52 nm spaced nanopatterns. It is known that without any additional inducing
factor, cell-cell contact between C2 cells induced differentiation to muscle fibers.
These muscle fibers, or myofibers, were observed to be larger in area and length
after 96 hours when the C2 myoblasts were cultured on laminin F-9 and fibrinogen
P2 as compared to the RGDfk control. On the other hand, in response to the bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP), osteogenic differentiation is induced and markers such
as alkaline phosphatase ALP is detectable. Cells culture on Laminin F-9 produced
an increase in ALP of 15% over both fibrinogen P2 and RGDfk, suggesting that
laminin F-9 is an ECM peptide ligand that enhance osteogenesis in the presence of
ix
BMP.
To conclude, a strategy for quantitative analysis of cell-matrix interactions is
presented here. It is envisioned that this methodology will be beneficial in several
biological fields: (i) in system biology for elucidating the biological functions of ECM
adhesive sites and their role in the regulation of cytoskeleton assembly, as well as
mechano-adhesive signaling, (ii) in drug development aimed at treating human dis-
eases by identifying inhibitors and activators of cell adhesion, and (iii) in regenerative
medicine by collecting adhesive ECM peptide ligands that provide a framework for
understanding the environmental niches in which adult stem cells can adhere, pro-
liferate, and differentiate.
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Zusammenfassung der Dissertation
Die extrazellula¨re Matrix (EZM) ist eine komplexe Struktur, welche Zellen im leben-
den Organismus umschließt und unterstu¨tzt. Wenn Zellen an diese Mikroumgebung
adha¨rieren, nehmen sie eine flache Form an, wobei durch Aktin-Myosin-Kontraktilita¨t
vermittelte intrazellula¨re Spannungen entstehen. Die so erzeugten Kra¨fte beein-
flussen die Bildung von sogenannten fokalen Adha¨sionskontakten (FA). Diese lokalen
mechanischen Kra¨fte an einem FA ko¨nnen eine globale A¨nderung der Zellform,
Zellmigration, Genexpression, Zellproliferation und Zelldifferenzierung bewirken und
entscheiden außerdem u¨ber das Zellu¨berleben. Aufgrund dieser vielfa¨ltigen Zusam-
menha¨nge sind FA sehr interessante Ansatzpunkte fu¨r die Medikamentenentwicklung
und die Genforschung. Bislang ist nur wenig daru¨ber bekannt, wie die eigentliche
Signalu¨bertragung an den Zell-EZM-Kontakten abla¨uft. Der Zelladha¨sionsprozess
wird durch die Anbindung und Clusterbildung von Proteinen in der Zellmembran,
den Integrinen, an EZM-Proteine, wie z.B. Fibronektin, Vitronektin, Kollagen oder
Laminin, vermittelt. Es ist bekannt, dass diese EZM-Proteine einzelne Peptidab-
schnitte enthalten, die das Zellverhalten beeinflussen ko¨nnen. In der vorliegenden
Arbeit wurde die Wechselwirkung von Zellen mit verschiedenen EZM-Peptidliganden
untersucht, um die Bedeutung dieser Beziehung fu¨r die Zelladha¨sion und Zelldifferen-
zierung zu bestimmen.
Mit Hilfe der Immobilisierung von Peptiden auf funktionalisierten Oberfla¨chen
wurden Proteine in der EZM imitiert und deren Einfluss auf die Zellfunktionen
charakterisiert. Die funktionalisierten Oberfla¨chen bestehen aus im Nanometerbere-
ich hexagonal angeordneten Goldpunkten auf Glasoberfla¨chen, die spezifisch mit den
gewu¨nschten Peptiden funktionalisiert werden ko¨nnen und deren Abstand definiert
eingestellt werden kann. Progenitor-C2-Zellen wurden speziell als Reporterzellen
gewa¨hlt, da sie sich zu Knochen- oder Muskelzellen differenzieren ko¨nnen und ein
gut dokumentiertes Modell zur Untersuchung der Zelldifferenzierung darstellen. Zur
Quantifizierung der Zell-EZM-Wechselwirkung wurden C2-Zellen so moduliert, dass
sie fluoreszierendes Paxillin exprimieren. Ein ha¨ufiges Protein, das mit FA assozi-
iert wird. Außerdem wurden die Zella¨dha¨sionsexperimente auf den nanostrukturi-
xi
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erten Oberfla¨chen zu einem zellbasierten, Multi-Parameter-Hochdurchsatzverfahren
(HPTS) optimiert.
Mit Hilfe dieser HTPS-Plattform wurde bei einem festen Abstand der Goldpar-
tikel von 52 nm, eine Peptidbibliothek (Perturbation) aus 33 verschiedenen EZM-
Peptiden von Fibrinogen, Teskanin, Kollagen, Fibronektin und Laminin untersucht.
Das Screening sortierte die Reaktion der C2-Zellen auf Basis der quantitativen Anal-
yse der Zellhaftung und einer qualitativen Einordnung des Pha¨notyps. Aus dieser
Bibliothek wurden fu¨nf Kandidaten fu¨r Adha¨sionspeptidliganden (drei Laminine,
ein Fibronektin und ein Fibrinogen) ausgewa¨hlt und zwar aufgrund ihrer Fa¨higkeit
eine deutliche pha¨notypische Vera¨nderung der Zellen hervorzurufen im Gegensatz zu
den Kontrollpeptidliganden RGDfK. Die fu¨nf ausgewa¨hlten Peptide haben alle eine
lineare Struktur, sind nur 20 Aminosa¨uren lang und enthalten keine RGD-Sequenz.
Sowohl chemische (Exposition der Peptidliganden) als auch ra¨umliche (Abstand
der Nanopartikel) Signale wurden mit Hilfe der fu¨nf ausgewa¨hlten Peptidliganden
genauer untersucht. Jeder Peptidligand war an die nanostrukturierten Oberfla¨chen
gebunden und es wurden drei Absta¨nde getestet: 52 nm, 70 nm und 116 nm. Jedes
Mal wurde die pha¨notypische Reaktion der Zellen im Hinblick auf Zellform (Aus-
breitung und Dehnung), FA-Morphologie (Fla¨che und La¨nge) untersucht und die
FA-Anzahl bei behandelten Zellen und Kontrollzellen statistisch verglichen.
Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die chemischen Signale bei einem Abstand von 52
nm bei einem Lamininpeptid (Sequenzbezeichung F-9) eine Zunahme der Zellaus-
breitung (50%) und der Anzahl der FA-Strukturen (100%) bewirken gegenu¨ber dem
Kontrollpeptid RGDfK. Außerdem fu¨hrte ein Fibrinogen-Peptidligand (Sequenzbeze-
ichnung P2) zu einem seltenen Clusterpha¨notyp.
Bei der Auswertung der Adha¨sionsabha¨ngigkeit vom Abstand der Peptidligan-
den konnte beobachtet werden, dass die Anzahl der adha¨rierenden Zellen um 50%
bei 70 nm und um 70% bei 116 nm abnahm im Gegensatz zu den mit 52 nm struk-
turierten Oberfla¨chen. Eine a¨hnlich abnehmende Tendenz zeigte sich auch bei der
Zellfla¨che, FA-Anzahl und FA-Fla¨che. Nur die Zelldehnung und FA-Dehnung scheint
vom Abstand der Peptidliganden nicht beeinflusst zu werden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der aktiven Rolle von Liganden bei
der Zellreaktion, die spezifische Vera¨nderungen des Zellzytoskeletts und des FA be-
wirken in Abha¨ngigkeit vom Ligandenabstand. Solche intrinsischen Pha¨notypen tra-
gen dazu bei neue spezifische Rezeptor-Liganden-Wechselwirkungen im Hinblick auf
die Zellform zu verstehen
In einem letzten Schritt wurde mit Hilfe der identifizierten Peptidliganden eine er-
ste Beziehung zwischen der Signalu¨bertragung von EZM-Moleku¨len und der Zellmyo-
genese und Osteogenese auf mit 52 nm strukturierten Oberfla¨chen untersucht. Es ist
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bekannt, dass ohne zusa¨tzlichen auslo¨senden Faktor, der Kontakt von Zelle zu Zelle
zwischen C2-Zellen eine Differenzierung zu Muskelfasern bewirkt. Diese Muskelfasern
oder Myofasern wiesen eine gro¨ßere Fla¨che und La¨nge nach 96 Stunden auf, wenn die
C2-Myoblasten auf Laminin F-9 und Fibrinogen P2 kultiviert wurden, verglichen mit
dem Kontroll-RGDfK. Das Potenzial der C2-Zellen in Osteoblasten zu differenzieren
wurde untersucht, indem nach Zugabe von Knochen-morphogenetischem Protein
(BMP) die Aktivierung osteogener Marker wie der alkalischen Phosphatase (ALP)
detektiert wurde. Zellkulturen auf Laminin F-9 erzeugten einen Anstieg von ALP von
15% gegenu¨ber sowohl Fibrinogen P2 als auch RGDfK. Daraus la¨sst sich schließen,
dass Laminin F-9 ein EZM-Peptidligand ist, der die Osteogenese bei Zugabe von
BMP fo¨rdert.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird eine Methode zur quantitativen Auswertung
der Zell-EZM-Wechselwirkung vorgestellt. Mit Hilfe dieser Methode ko¨nnten ver-
schiedene Fragestellungen aus mehreren biologischen Forschungsgebieten untersucht
werden: (i) In der Systembiologie, um einen Einblick in die biologische Funktion
der EZM-Adha¨sionsstellen und deren Rolle bei der Zytoskelettregulation sowie der
mechanisch-adha¨siven Signalu¨bertragung zu erhalten. (ii) In der Medikamentenen-
twicklung, zur Behandlung von Krankheiten durch Identifizieren der Inhibitoren und
Aktivatoren der Zelladha¨sion. (iii) In der regenerativen Medizin, indem adha¨sive
EZM-Peptidliganden erfasst werden, um so die Nischen, in denen adulte Stammzellen
adha¨rieren, proliferieren und sich differenzieren ko¨nnen, besser verstehen zu ko¨nnen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Elucidating cellular environments
Multicellular organisms are constituted of specialized tissues. From prokaryotes to
multicellular organisms, a cell can sense and respond to a wide range of external
signals. Cells require exposure to many factors from their environment in order to
function properly: cell adhesion to other cells, soluble factors and physical-chemical
attachment to the extracellular matrix (ECM) [169].
The ECM is a well organized network of proteins, complex in composition and
specific to the tissue functionality, supporting the cells that inhabit it. In mammals,
the ECM is commonly present in the connective tissues such as cartilage, bone or
the skin. Interestingly, ECM proteins contain domains (peptide ligands) that can
influence cell behavior. Receptors located on the surface of a cell can recognize such
domains that can function as their counterparts (ligand; key lock principle)[141].
The extracellular membrane bound receptors on cells, posses dimensions down to
nanoscale size.
Cells of the connective tissue, if they are not adherent, have a spherical shape and
diffuse cytoskeleton. Upon adhesion, the cells spread out on the supporting substrate,
generating intracellular tension in the process. The cells do not adhere over the whole
surface, but only in certain points, the so called focal adhesion plaques. These ”sites”
are termed focal contacts or focal adhesions (FA) and provide a structural link to the
actin cytoskeleton [204] . The ”local” generation of mechanical force in FA causes
”global” changes in cell shape and motility , modulating gene expression [23] and
producing changes in cell proliferation, differentiation and survival.
The process of cell adhesion is mediated mainly through engagement of transmem-
brane integrins by extracellular matrix ligands (present in fibronectin, vitronectin,
1
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collagen and laminin) [179]. Focal adhesion sites of attachment to the ECM, are
mainly induced by clustering of integrins, that are directly involved in propagating
extracellular signals ([52]).
The complex interplay between the mechanical role of cell adhesions and their
’intructive role’ which is manifested by the activation of a wide variety of signalling
networks, is mediated by a group of proteins known as the ”adhesome” [201]. The
updated adhesome network includes 180 integrin mediated cell-ECM adhesion com-
ponents [201]. The sensory machinery or adhesome is constituted of adhesion re-
ceptors, adaptors, actin regulators and the associated cytoskeleton. The number of
direct interactions reported between these components (180 nodes) is at least 742 in
the integrin adhesion network only.
To summarize, cells exist in a complex microenvironment in which they must
adapt and react to cues present in their surroundings. While much effort has been
dedicated to understand the cellular response to soluble signals, less is known about
how cells mechanically sense and transduce signals both chemical and physical. Com-
prehensive understanding of adhesion-mediated signaling requires characterization of
(i) the sensory machinery of the cell and (ii) the sensed surface [51].
Much effort has been invested to engineer surfaces that mimic and contain native
ECM proteins. However, a mixture of proteins with random unfolding, orientation
and conformational states presents a divergence from natural, intentionally arranged
protein layers. Immobilization of entire native proteins to surfaces can provide many
functions because of the various domains within the molecule.
An alternative approach is using peptides instead of complete proteins. This
approach allows a more specific investigation of the interaction and the effect of
specific domains in the ECM proteins. Peptides based on the primary structure
of the receptor binding domain of an entire protein such as RGD from fibronectin
(FN), aim to target specific cellular interactions. Displaying short peptides appeared
to enhance the availability and activity of receptor binding domains as compared with
presenting the entire native protein [102].
Which ligands and which receptors are involved in the regulation of cytoskeletal
assembly, force transduction and signaling activities? At what spatial resolution
does adhesion mediated signaling occur? How to integrate and interpret, collected
FA information about the chemical and physical properties of the cell’s environment
triggering long range signalling responses? [190].
Moreover, the mechanisms that regulate cell differentiation, include both au-
tonomous (stem cell intrinsic) and non-cell-autonomous (microenviroment / epige-
netic) components. The microenviroment regulates the maintenance of stem cell
and progenitor pools, through extrinsic and intrinsic factors, creating niches [76]
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[156] [146]. How can we develop a strategy to elucidate environments, such as stem
cell niches to gain information on the ECM components that regulate adhesion and
differentiation?
To investigate these open questions in cellular adhesion, system biology stud-
ies require large data sets on multiple conditions with profiling of many samples.
Recently, high-throughput screening and high-resolution light-microscopy have been
established as a combined platform methodology for characterizing cellular pheno-
types [93] [135] [134]. The pipeline analysis consist on the quantification of multiple
subcellular features (for example structure and organization of focal adhesions) and
statistical comparisons of their distributions in treated vs. control cells [134].
The development of advanced perturbation techniques such as surface nano-
engineering has opened up new possibilities for the systematic modulation of in-
dividual surface features. Multiple parameters include ECM specificity, adhesive
ligand density, surface compliance and dimensionality [51].
The sensory machinery of the cell has been explored by screening (i) a chem-
ical library of combinatorial natural products [134] and (ii) by siRNA technology
[189] as perturbations targeting focal adhesions as pivotal adhesion structures in
adhesion-mediated signaling. However, surface ECM components as ligand-receptor
perturbations have not been explored as input variabled to study the epigenetic
variables in FA formation, cell adhesion behavior or signaling.
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1.2 Aims
Elucidating the surface cues that mediate affinity to ECM is of central importance for
a wide variety of biological processes such as differentiation, cytoskeletal organization,
cell migration and adhesion-signaling. This thesis will describe:
1. The design of a screening platform and how it is used to screen a library of
ECM ligands as chemical and physical perturbations.
2. The use of the screen to identify spatial cues and target ECM ligands peptides
that produce significant cytoskeletal changes.
3. The use of the chosen ligands to further study the effect of ECM upon cell
differentiation on muscle skeletal C2 progenitor cells.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 The extra cellular matrix (ECM)
In living systems, the extracellular matrix (ECM) is a complex network of proteins
that confine and support cells. In mammals, the ECM is commonly present in the
connective tissues such as cartilage, bone or the skin. Variations in the organization
and quantity of the ECM components change the type and form of the ECM. The
ECM is produced and maintained by the cells within specific tissues. The proteins
within the ECM can be classified according to their function and structure [3].
The most important class is the structural class of ECM proteins. It contains
to a large extent the collagen and elastin families of proteins. The role of colla-
gen fibers is to strength and organize the matrix; while elastin fibers give flexibility
and resilience. The adhesive class plays an integral role within the ECM matrix
and includes fibronectin, laminin, and tenascin. These proteins mediate cell attach-
ment and form crosslinks within the matrix. Last but no least, the stabilizer class
consisting of proteoglycans and heparan sulfate containing proteins. They form a
highly hydrated gel-like mixture within the aqueous microenvironment of the ECM.
Proteoglycans interact with several components including: hyalunoran, lectins, and
numerous growth factors and cell surface receptors. Figure 2.1 illustrates the main
components of the ECM .
Interestingly, cells recognized specific ECM components and cell adhesion molecules
(CAM). Such proteins have been demonstrated to contain domains that can influ-
ence cell behavior[159]. Receptors located on the surface of a cell can recognize such
domains that can function as their counterparts (ligand; key lock principle)[141].
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Figure 2.1: Main components of the extracellular matrix.
2.1.1 Collagens
The collagen family is the main protein component of connective tissues and base-
ment membrane. Its often responsible for the rigidity or flexibility of structures,
compartmentalization, and cellular restriction. Known collagen types (of which there
are 19) contain repeating-Gly-X-Y-sequences [145], and can be classed on the basis
of structural features. The most abundant are fibril-forming (types I, II, III, V and
XI) collagens, which together with network-forming (types IV, VIII and X), are the
fundamental cell adhesive collagens [3].
2.1.2 Fibronectin
Fibronectin (FN) is found primarily as dimers in blood and as high multimers in the
insoluble ECM [73][119] [133]. Each monomer is composed of three different types
of homologous repeating units. FN contains 12 type I repeats, two type II repaets
and 15-17 type III repeats. In addition, one particular region, designated IIICS (also
known as V region), can be inserted intact or in part by alternative splicing.
Fibronectin can be ligand for a dozen members of the integrin receptor family
[142]. The best known minimal integrin-recognition sequence is RGD in the FN
repeat III10 [141][196]. Next to this tripeptide, in the ninth type III repeat (III9),
the sequence PHSRN promotes specific α4β1 binding to fibronectin [40][128] [6][124].
PHSRN is known as synergy site, because it works in cooperation with RGD.
Independently from the RGD, two peptides sequences with cell adhesive activity
are LDV near the amino terminus and REDV near the the carboxy-terminus [71].
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Both of them are recognized by the α4β1 integrin [121] [59] and by the α4β7 integrin
[133]. These sequence are located in the alternatively spliced IIICS or V region
[70, 71][133].
Also recognized by α4β1 integrin are the sequences IDAPS and KLDAPT. They
are located in repeats III4 and III5, respectively (the later also binds to α4β7 integrin).
Another adhesive sequence of interest is EDGIHEL located within the alternated
spliced EDA. It binds to α4β1 as well as α9β1 and has been reported to play a role
during wound healing [92].
2.1.3 Laminin
Laminin (LN) is a the main component of the basement membrane. The basement
membrane is a thin sheet-like ECM underlying epithelia and endothelia and sur-
rounding muscle, adipose and peripheral nerve cells, essential for tissue formation
in early development and in adult tissue. LN promote neurite outgrowth, tumor
metastasis, and angiogenesis [113] [200]
The old nomenclature refers to three polypeptides chains, A, B1, and B2 [108]. In
an update nomenclature, these chains a reassigned to three non identical polypeptide
chains as α, β, and γ respectively [22]. There are 16 laminin isoforms that can be
named combinations of five α, three β, and three γ (γ1-γ3) [113] [22] [137]. A
simplified nomenclature is summarize in figure 2.2. For example, LN trimers can
be name on the basis of chain composition α5β1γ1 or in an abbreviate manner 511
instead of laminin-10 [8].
Cell adhesion regions of laminin include an RGD sequence on the amino-terminal
half of the α chain; and a Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg (YIGSR) sequence on the β chain,
that promotes adhesion and migration, modulates morphological differentiation and
inhibits angiogenesis and tumor growth [56].
A third cell adhesive site, with the sequence Ser-Ile-Lys-Val-Ala-Val (SIKVAV),
is found near the carboxy terminus of the α chain. In vitro, SIKVAV induces neu-
rite outgrowth, and formation of tubelike networks by endothelial cells. In vivo it
enhances tumor cell growth, metastasis,and angiogenesis [172][57].
Cell morphology was altered by the addition of active laminin-derived synthetic
peptides, YIGSR-NH2 and CSRARKQAASIKVAVSADR-NH2, but not by an active
RGD-containing peptide. When coated directly on plastic, all three peptides pro-
moted cell adhesion, demonstrating that bone cells interact with specific molecular
domains of laminin. These data demonstrate that basement membrane plays a key
role in formation of a network of cytoplasmic processes resembling the osteocyte
canalicular network in bone [184].
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Figure 2.2: Simplified laminin nomenclature, adapted from [8].
Laminin-based peptides, such as the adhesion ligand YIGSR have been used to
promote cell spreading and stress fiber formation when its conformation was constrain
by covalent inmobilization through glycine residues at the N terminus [103] [25]
2.1.4 Tenascin
Tenascin with both adhesive and anti-adhesive properties, is transiently expressed
in many developing organs such as connective tissues, epithelial organs, and also the
central and peripheral nervous systems. Tenascin has a distinctive hexabrachion (six-
armed) structure [29]. Each arm in this structure is a single polypeptide folded into
an irregular series of independent globular domains. The globular domains in each
arm can be separated into EGF-like (epidermal growth factor), FN-III (fibronectin
type III) and FBG (fibrinogen). There are of four types of tenascin: tenascin-C, X, R
and W [178]. Two types of tenascins (tenascin-C and tenascin-W) are significantly
regulated by the tissue microenvironment. The distinctive and highly regulated
expression of tenascin has provoked interest in trying to identify possible functions
of tenascin in cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion, cell migration, growth, and cell
differentiation [178] [3].
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2.1.5 Proteoglycans
Proteoglycans belong to large family of complex macromolecules with more than
40 different members. They are mainly, but not exclusively, located at the cell
membrane and within the extra-cellular matrices of most vascular tissues.
Proteoglycans have been categorized and named depending on their distribution,
biochemical structure, and, when possible, their function [74]. They consist of a
protein core to which is attached one or more glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains.
The later are covalently attached to the protein backbone, usually via serine residues,
although keratan sulfate has been shown to coupled to asparagine residues [48].
The major types of GAG chains that have been isolated and characterized include
chondroitin sulfate (CS), desmartan sulfate (DS), keratan sulfate (KS), hyaluronic
acid (HA), heparan sulfate (HS), and heparin (He). Each type of GAG chain has a
distinctive polymeric structure in which the repeat disacharides are linked by certain
bonds [49].
Proteoglycans play a role in ECM organization and composition since it binds
to many ECM proteins. As a receptor heparan sulfate proteoglycans bind, via their
sulfated glycosaminoglycans chains, to ECM proteins such as fibronectin, laminin,
collagen, and trombospondin [110] [38] [12].
2.1.6 Fibrinogen
Fibrin(ogen) (FG) is a protein produced by the liver.This protein operate by helping
blood clots to form. It provides scaffold for the intravascular thrombus and also
accounts for clot viscoelastic properties. FG molecules are comprised of two sets of
disulfide Aα, Bβ, and γchains. Each molecule contains two outer D domains con-
nected to a central E domain by a coiled-coil segment [118]. Fibrin(ogen) participates
in biological functions involving unique binding sites, such as leukocyte binding to
FG via integrin alpha(M)beta2 (Mac-1) [180, 195]. [94].
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2.2 Cell cytoskeleton and focal adhesion (FA) sig-
nalling
The cytoskeleton gives structure to the cell, allows for a segregation of cellular com-
partments (for instance in cell division), exerts mechanical tension on the surround-
ings (wound healing) and is fundamental for cell motility [55]. It is composed of
three groups of proteins: the micro-filaments wich consist of actin, the microtubuli
and the intermediate signals.
Cells of the connective tissue, if they are not adherent, have a spherical shape and
a diffuse cytoskeleton. Upon adhesion, the cells grow increasingly flat and spread out
on the supporting substrate, generating a certain intracellular tension in the process.
Mechanical forces are generated by the associated polymerizing actin or by acto-
myosin - driven contractility. The local generation of mechanical force causes global
changes in cell shape and motility , modulating gene expression [23] and producing
changes cell proliferation, differentiation and survival.
The process of cell adhesion is mediated mainly through engagement of transmem-
brane integrins by extracellular matrix ligands (fibronectin, vitronectin, collagen and
laminin) [179]. The cells do not adhere over the whole surface, but only in certain
points, the so called focal adhesion plaques. These ”sites” are termed focal contacts
or focal adhesions and provide a structural link to the actin cytoskeleton (figure 2.3)
[204].
There are a variety adhesion contacts, including focal complexes (FC), focal ad-
hesions (FA), fibrillar adhesions (FB) and podosomes. These sites of attachment to
the ECM, are mainly induced by clustering of integrins, that are directly involve in
propagating extracellular signals ([52]).
In this manner, clustering of integrins leads to their activation and results in
several intracellular signal events (i) activation of phosphorilation and G-protein
mediated pathways (ii) pH and calcium level changes (iii) activation of the mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade [179].
Nascent Focal adhesions normally develop into mature focal adhesions as a con-
sequence of the activation of Rho [32] and recruit intermediate proteins such as
Vinculin, Paxillin and Talin [204].
Among FA components, talin seems to form the most important link between the
cytoplasmic portion of beta-integrin and the actin filament. it is also required for
integrin activation [186] and FA formation [206].
Paxillin is a 559 amino acid protein (68kd) considered a molecular adaptor. Pax-
illin phosphorilation has long been associated with the cordinate formation of focal
adhesions and stress fibers [149][58].
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The complex interplay between the mechanical role of cell adhesions and their
’intructive role’ which is manifested by the activation of a wide variety of signalling
networks, is mediated by a group of proteins collectively known as adhesome [201].
The adhesome provide a structural link and reorganisation to the actin cytoskele-
ton or are directly involved in propagating extracellular. To date more than 180
focal adhesion-associated molecules have been located at the interface between the
transmembrane adhesion receptors, and the actin cytoskeleton signals[202] [201].
Figure 2.3: Assembly between integrin and the ECM organizes the cytoskeleton
which controls cell shape, polarity and migration. Recruitment of adaptors and
signaling enzymes controls proliferation, apoptosis and diffenrentiation. Adapted
from [169].
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2.2.1 Integrins and other receptors systems
The cell-surface receptors that mediate cell-ECM adhesion are primarily members of
two gene families - the integrins and the syndecans.
Integrins are hetero-dimers of alfa and beta subunits, that contain a large extra-
cellular domain responsible for ligand binding (figure 2.4). In mammals 18 alpha and
8 beta integrin genes encode polypeptides that combine to form 24 alpha-beta recep-
tors [72]. The exact subunit combination of these dictates the binding specificity of
the integrin to different ECM components. A specific ECM molecule can nevertheless
be bound by different types of integrins, and specific integrins can bind to different
types of ECM molecules [204]. Integrin diversity is increased further through the
expression of intra and extracellular splice variants for several subchains. The β1
integrin family forms the largest group of integrin receptors for extracellular matrix
proteins [105].
Figure 2.4: The integrin receptor family. In mammals 18 alpha and 8 beta integrin
genes encode polypeptides that combine to form 24 alpha-beta receptors. Adapted
from [72].
Central to the process of cell adhesion is integrin clustering [169]. This occurs
through integrin aggregation co-ordinated by: (i) close proximity or periodicity of
ligand binding sites within the crosslinked matrix of ECM molecules; (ii) lateral asso-
ciations of integrins ([91, 41, 65]) and (iii) interactions between integrin cytodomains
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via structural dimers (e.g talin) [207] [169].
In addition to integrins, several membrane molecules have been reported to be
localized at focal contacts, including proteoglycans [204]. Syndecans are a family of
membrane-intercalated proteoglycans, each comprising a protein core with covalently
attached heparan sulphate (HS) or glycosaminoglycan sugar chains (GAG).There
are four members of the syndecan family in mammals (figure 2.5), of which three
(syndecan 1, 2 and 3) have a restricted tissue distribution — the fourth (syndecan 4)
is expressed ubiquitously. Syndecan 4 encompasses a binding site for protein kinase
Cα (PKCα) that is primary focus of investigation into syndecan signalling.
Figure 2.5: Domain Structures of Integrin and Syndecans. Adapted from [116].
The syndecans act as receptors for ECM proteins and growth factors, engaging
ligands through the large flexible GAG chains that make them ideal receptors for
ligands that are dilute or distant from the membrane.
There is substantial evidence that a cell-adhesion response requires engagement of
both types of receptors, integrins and proteoglycans. Although mechanisms of direct
receptor crosstalk have not yet been identified, in vitro analyses have demonstrated
clear synergy between signalling cascades downstream of the two families [116] [169].
There are reports presenting that the protein cores of the extracellular domains
of syndecans themselves act as integrin ligands [188, 107, 10]. This might represent
an alternative mechanism of receptor cooperation, although this has not yet been
investigated in depth.
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Integrins also colocalize and coprecipitate with several growth factor receptors, for
example the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). The close physical proximity
of adhesion and GF molecules facilitates such coordination [179].
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2.2.2 Adhesome: actin-integrin linking proteins
The adhesome is a group of proteins that mediates the activation of a wide variety of
signalling networks; as a consequence of the complex mechanical interaction between
cell adhesion and their environment.
The update adhesome network include 180 integrin mediated cell-ECM adhe-
sion components [201]. The integrin adhesome is constituted of adhesion receptors,
adaptors, actin regulators and the associated cytoskeleton.
On the cytoplasmic side of the adhesion sites, integrins can interact with at least
12 different adaptor proteins [202]. Among these molecules five of them provide a
direct link to the actin cytoskeleton. These molecules are tensin (TNSI), filamin
(FLNA), talin (TLN1), plectin (PLEC1) and α actinin. Alternatively, plectin may
interact with the intermediate protein Paxillin (PXN) and link to microtubules.
Link to the cytoskeleton is further reinforce, by a second and third level of adaptor
molecules, with the purpose to stabilize the adhesome network and connect to various
filament systems of the cell [201].
The number of direct interactions reported between these components (180 nodes)
is at least 742 only in the integrin adhesion network. The interactions between
components of the adhesome is recently discuss in detail in several excellent reviews
[202] [201]. Adhesome components, with its know interactions can be review as an
interactive map at www.awesome.org.
The role of talin
Talin has a special role as it binds to the cytoplasmic domain of β integrin subunit. It
triggers the transition of the entire αintegrin and βintegrin dimer from an inactive to
an active conformation that is capable of high afinity interactions with ECM ligands
[170][9][51]
However the exclusive binding of talin seems to be insufficient for complete inte-
grin activation. According to recent research, kindlin 2 and 3 are neccesary for maxi-
mal integrin activations [115][117][97]. The coordinated effect of talin and kindlin on
both integrin activation an on the subsequent assembly of FA is additionally enhance
by mechanical forces from the cytoskeleton [51].
Paxillin and focal adhesions
In cell based adhesion screens, cell lines usually target fluorescent Paxillin as a promi-
nent component in FA complex [135] [134] [189]. Paxillin is an intermediate protein
in FA development . The 559 amino acid protein (68kd) is considered a molecular
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adaptor or scaffold protein. It is a highly conserved protein between species, with
90% identity between chicken and humans.
Paxillin contains 2 structural domains (i) the amino terminus which contains
SH3 and SH2 binding domains and (ii) the carboxyl terminus which consist of four
LIM domains (Lin-11, IS1-1, Mec3, LIM1-4). Paxillin is a cellular target for tyrosin
kinases that are activated as a result of integrin signalling after either cell adhesion
or stimulation of quiescent cells with soluble growth factors and cytokine [179].
Paxillin phosphorilation has long been associated with the cordinate formation
of focal adhesions and stress fibers [149][58]. Signaling culminate in changes in cell
shape, and motility and gene expression [179].
2.2.3 Nascent adhesions, maturation and disassembly of fo-
cal adhesions
Nascent focal adhesions evolve from initial (punctuate, dot like, focal complexes) at
the cells leading edge into mature structures [14]. Nascent FA either disappear or
rapidly grow centripetally, undergoing transition into elongated, mature FA’s [190].
Nascent FAs (or focal complexes) are short live structures (in the order of seconds)
[190] that appear as spots of 100 nm in diameter, and sometimes even smaller (30–40
nm) structures that contain integrin and some associated adhesion plaque proteins
[51].
Among FA components, talin appears to be the main link between the cytoplas-
mic portion of beta-integrin and the actin filament. It is also necessary for integrin
activation [186] and FA formation [206]. In addition to actin and beta integrin, talin
binds another FA component, vinculin.
The ”leading edge” of moving and spreading cells can be subdivided into periph-
eral ”lamellipodium” and the internal ”lamellar proper”. Initial FA mainly form
underneath the ”lamellipodium” and appear as paxillin (or vinculin) positive dots
[190]. The lamellipodia is described as thin, flat, cellular extensions.
Transition from nascent to mature FA creates a symetry break in the FA struc-
ture. An elongated polar structure with a distal tip (toe) and proximal end (heel)
associated with the growing actin bundle, emerges [190].
The maturation of focal adhesion progress in a centripetal direction, from the
initial adhesion (toe)toward the cell center (heel), correlating with the centripetal
direction of actin flow [4]. Mature focal adhesions are elongated and localized at the
termini of stress fibres. Stress fibres consist of actin filament bundles that contain
a multitude of accessory proteins. The cross-linker α-actinin, along with myosinII,
are among the first proteins to appear in the actin filament bundle growing from the
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heel portion of the maturing FA [30]
The formation and further growth of focal adhesions depend on myosin II and,
particularly, on myosin IIA [51]. Experiments with RNAi mediated knockdown of
myosin II isoforms revealed that myosinIIA plays a major role in FA growth and
maintenance, at least in cultured fibroblasts and epithelial cells [190]. . MyosinIIA
produces contractile forces via the stress fibers that focal adhesions experience con-
tinuous pulling forces, which they then transmit, through the associated integrins,
to the ECM [51].
The interactions between integrin-mediated adhesion and actin cytoskeleton are
bidirectional. The mechanical force by the actin system modulate FA assembly and
maturation, while simultaneously the growing FA can regulate the assembly of the
actin system [51]. The figure 2.6 illustrate the main stages of FA formation and
maturation.
Once the maturation stage is complete, the FA adhesion within the lamella do-
main stop growing, remaining stationary for up to 10 minutes, and gradually disap-
pear. The disassembly of focal adhesions is not completely understood. It is known
that FA dis assembly can be trigger by any treatment interfering with myosinIIA
driven contractility both in the presence and in the absence of microtubules [13].
While FA grow under tension centripetally ’toe-to-heel’, the FA tend to fade
upon mechanical relaxation in the opposite direction (heel to toe). FA organiza-
tion is mainly driven by mechanical forces, actin along the interface between the
cytoskeleton and the ECM attached membrane [190].
FA mechanosensory units corresponding to stretching forces by growth, and to
relaxation by disassembly. On average the force required to maintain the FA is
about 5nNper square micrometer [15] though some adhesions at the leading edge
can experience stronger forces [11].
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Figure 2.6: Cartoon illustrate the main stages of FA formation and maturation,
and the parallel advancement of the boundary between the fast lamellipodium and
the slow lamella domains. Formation of FAs is followed by the advance of the
lamellipodium-lamella boundary. Maturation and elongation undergoes in the di-
rection of flow. The substrate is label blue; the plasma membrane at the cell edge
illustrate as a brown line. In orange-yellow circular “subunits” nascent and mature
FAs. The lamellipodium is filled with a dense, branched network of actin filaments;
yellow arrows symbolize the centripetal actin flow characteristic of that area. The
forces generated by the actomyosin contraction in the stress fibers are indicated by
arrows. The stress fibers are shown as actin filament bundles; cross-linking proteins
and myosin-II are not shown.(A) Nascent focal adhesion underneath the branched
actin network in the lamellipodium. (B) Early stage of FA maturation, formation of
the precursor of a stress fiber (by filament nucleation and crosslinking) and appear-
ance of a new border between the lamellipodium and the lamella. (C) Formation of a
contractile stress fiber and force-dependent growth of FAs. Simultaneously, bulging
of the lamellipodial protrusion just opposite the growing FA occurs. (D) The lamel-
lipodial network moves forward due to FA-triggered disassembly and the assembly
at the tip. The mature FA and the associated stress fiber continue to grow in the
lamella, while a new, nascent adhesion appears in the lamellipodium. The sequence
of events is based on references [4] [30] adapted from [190].
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2.2.4 Mechano sensitivity of focal adhesions and signalling
FAs are also referred as mechanosensors do to its function. The network of inter-
connected molecules, respond cooperative to the internal mechanical forces applied
by the actin system. Mechanical forces can also be induce externally, applying sheer
stress or stretching the ECM matrix. In the early stage of FA assembly, mechan-
ical force is necessary. The stress fibers associated with focal adhesions, grow and
incorporate new components, mainly at the focal adhesion stress fiber interface [67].
The mechanical force developed by contractile stress fibers within the cell can
(i) induce a local Ca+ influx near focal adhesions, (ii) produce the transition of β-
integrin subunit from inactive to active conformation and also (iii) unfold or change
the conformation of the ECM ligand fibronectin [51].
Focal adhesions and signalling
Signaling from FA to the cytoskeleton occurs via the Rho family GTPases. Primarily
Rho and Rac are the main regulators in actin cytoskeleton function. The activation
of Rho GTPases is mediated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF), which
catalyze the exchange of GDP for GTP. The activation of Rac by matrix adhesion
occurs also via a GEF known as DOCK180-ELMO complex [96]. This complex is
activated by a pathway that involves the FA proteins paxillin and p130CAS both of
which respond to mechanical stimulation [203].
In addition to GEFs, integrin adhesions also negatively regulate RhoA activity
through GTPase activating proteins (GAPs).
The regulation activity and transduction of integrin signals to GEFs and GAPs
is directed by other key elements. A well documented example is focal adhesion
kinase (FAK) [176]. FAK can bind, phosphorylate and activate both GEF’s and
GAPs in cooperation with Src. Fundamental for the mechanosensory function of
focal adhesions [51].
Paxillin phosphorilation has long been associated with the cordinate formation
of focal adhesions and stress fibers [149][58]. Several paxillin binding proteins (FAK,
Src and PAK) are pivotal in regulating gene expression through activation of various
MAPK cascades. But tyrosene phosphorilation of paxillin is not required for local-
ization of focal adhesions. Signaling culminate in changes in cell shape, and motility
and gene expression [179].
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2.3 Modeling microenviroments
Cells require exposure to many factors in order to function properly; physical at-
tachment to the ECM (I) , soluble factors (II) but also cell adhesion to other cells
(III) [169]. Cells exist in a complex microenviroment in which they must adapt and
react to cues present in their surroundings. The mentioned factors interplay and reg-
ulate signaling cascades that govern many cell behaviors, including cell proliferation,
apoptosis, polarity, motility and differentiation [81, 28, 15]. While much effort has
been dedicated to understand the cellular response to soluble signals, less is known
about how cells mechanically sense and transduce signals (mechano transduction).
Figure 2.7: Soluble factors control development temporarily (II), but their signals
are only interpreted by the cell in the context of integrin adhesion complexes (I), and
cell-cell interactions (III), which together provide microenviromental checkpoints for
cell fate (phenotype decisions). Adapted from [169].
2.3.1 Natural cellular environments
Natural ECM environments are structurally well organized, complex in composition
and specific to the tissue functionality, with dimensions down to nanoscale size. For
example, figure 2.8 shows the abundant interactions between a muscle cell and its
associated basement membrane, mainly constituted of laminin. Cell associations
occur at distinct sites every 10-25 nm, an enormous number of interactions when
considered over the entire surface [109].
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Figure 2.8: Quick-freeze, deep-etch micrograph of a muscle cell with its associated
basement membrane. Cell matrix sites, presumably involving receptors for laminin,
occur every 10-20nm. At the bottom of the figure, the external face of the membrane
bilayer was fractured away. Bar=0.2 um. Adapted from [109].
Collagen also shows topographical and spatial cues that influence cell response
such as adhesion and migration. In vitro studies on collagen determined self assem-
bly conditions that mimic native collagen type I with its characteristic D-periodicity
into fibers. Under specific pH conditions collagen self assembles onto atomically flat
mica, possibly exposing collagen binding sites periodically and spatially distributed.
Experiments have shown that fibroblast REF-52 cells migrate on these aligned col-
lagen fibers when the surface displays D-periodicity (figure 2.9). In the absence of
the 67nm structure the fibroblast do not migrate [143]. Further nanoscale details of
such fibers reveal several sub nano-structures below 67nm in the collagen fibril [31].
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Figure 2.9: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) showing collagen type I with its charac-
teristic 67 nm periodicity. Nanoscale details reveal several sub nano-structures below
67 nm in the collagen fibril. Adapted from master thesis: Carlos Hung 2005.
2.3.2 Engineered cellular environments
Much effort has been invested to engineer surfaces that mimic and contain native
ECM proteins. However, an adsorbed mixture of proteins with random unfolding,
orientation and conformational states presents a divergence from natural, intention-
ally arranged protein layers. Immobilization of entire native proteins to surfaces can
provide many functions because of the various domains within the molecule [100].
An alternative approach is using peptides instead of complete proteins. Peptides
based on the primary structure of the receptor binding domain of an entire pro-
tein such as RGD from fibronectin (FN), aim to target specific cellular interactions
[100]. Displaying short peptides appeared to enhance the availability and activity
of receptor binding domains as compared with presenting the entire native protein
[102].
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These peptides, whether linear or cyclic, can posses similar functionalities, for
example, receptor specificity, binding affinity, and signaling of cell responses, as com-
pared to their native proteins [68, 69].
Standard quantitative cell adhesion assays consist in the preparation of an adhe-
sive substrate with extra cellular matrix ligands immobilized onto a solid support,
plus non-adhesive molecules to block nonspecific interactions.
Most small protein fragments and synthetic peptides either do not absorb well to
plastic or may not retain cell adhesion activity when absorbed [2][124] and therefore
require covalent linkage to the surface to keep functionality.
One strategy is to bind peptides to glass via NH2-terminal primary amine [101] .
Another widely used model with defined surface chemistries for studying adsorption
of proteins and patterning of cells at surfaces is the self assembled monolayer (SAM’s)
[144] [78]. When sulfhydryl terminated hydrocarbons called alkanethiols are exposed
to a surface of gold, they coordinate to the gold through the sulfur atom and self
assemble in a molecular coating. In this way, molecules and peptides decorated with
a thiol group can be easily bound to gold.
To prevent nonspecific components of adhesion, the non-adhesive protein (BSA)
is a well established blocking method. Heat denatured BSA (1%), usually should
allow attachment of 2-3% of most cells and 50-60% on the highest concentration of
matrix protein in plastic cultures. Recent studies have shown that BSA works well
in plastic, but in gold substrates thiol-PEGs methods are a better option [147].
The peptide surface concentration affects the adhesion. The more peptide you
add in the buffer, the more peptide will be adsorbed in the substrate. This behavior is
linear at low matrix protein concentrations and then reaches a plateau of maximal cell
adhesion at high concentrations. Exaggerating the density of peptides on a surface
can dramatically affect cell motility or inhibit cell adhesion. It is usually the best to
select the lowest possible concentration of matrix protein that still yields maximal cell
adhesion. Standard protocols dictate that the concetration dependence of adhesion
should be determined experimentally for each cell type and each extracellular matrix
protein ([3].
Most studies on immobilization of peptides in plain substrates not only assume
that there is a linear peptide surface concentration, but also an equal and homoge-
nous ligand distribution on the surface. Previous studies suggest peptide-to-peptide
spacing of 440nm is required for αV β3 mediated fibroblast cellular spreading, and
140 nm for focal contact (FC) and stress fiber formation [101, 102]. The results are
based on various RGD surface densities obtained by controlling the concentration of
peptide in the reaction buffer during the surface immobilization process.
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Requirements
The design of engineered environments, requires a better strategy to control the
peptide density. This imply the ability to create surfaces with define (i) patterned
adhesive and non-adhesive regions such that placement and spreading of cells can be
restricted and (ii) surface chemistry to control spatial and local physical cues. The
clustering of integrins plays a pivotal role in cell behavior.
Over the last decade, several methods from micro to nanometer sized adhesive
islands have been proposed to overcome unequal distribution of molecules onto sur-
faces [25]. For example, a method in the micrometer scale consist of coated islands in
the range from 0.3-3 sq um and separated by 1-30 um are obtained by micro-contact
printing. Protein adsorbs exclusively to the hydrophobic zones while the spaces in
between are blocked with a protein resistant hydrophilic mono-layer [90].
Patterning methods at the micrometer scale do not allow exploring the relation-
ships of integrin between adhesion site, size and distribution with control of integrin
receptor clustering, while substrates patterned with ligands at the nanoscale level
are suitable for addressing this aspect of cell interactions [25].
Nanotechnology aims to increase control over material structures of nanoscale
size in at least one dimension (x,y,z)[175]. Nanoscale structures can be produced
starting from a higher scale structures (top-down, miniaturization) or assembly of
smaller structures (bottom-up).
Nanoscale bottom-up methods to address spatial organization and lateral dis-
tances of adhesive peptides upon cell adhesion and behavior include: star polymers
[98], comb-shaped copolymers and [84] and nano-scale pattern islands using dip-pen
nanolithography [89]. Such studies lead to the hypothesis that cell spreading might
be dependent on critical densities of submicron integrin clusters to begin the recruit-
ment of FA and cytoskeletal proteins in order to develop well formed actin stress
fibers and mature FAs [25].
Nanopatterns
The role of local integrin density, which is critical for the initiation of mature and
stable FA assembly was addressed for first time using a peptide pattern method
based on diblock copolymer micellar lithography technology [53] [7] [166] [51]. This
method allows the control of ligand density and spatial distribution, as well as the
formation of non adhesive regions.
In these studies, dots coated with c(RGDfk) thiol peptides were positioned with
high precision at 28, 58, 73 and 85nm distance from each other. The glass space
between the gold dots was covered with poly(ethylene glycol) PEG via NH2 to glass
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Figure 2.10: Spatial confinement and restriction of integrin clustering via αV β3 re-
ceptor crucial for proper cell attachment and spreading. Adapted from [51].
to avoid unspecific protein interactions [16]. The size of the nanodots (< 8 nm)
is small enough that only one integrin can bind to one gold dot. According to
crystallography studies, the size of a single integrin receptors range from 9 to 12 nm
[192]. RGD nanopatterns have been shown to promote cell adhesion via αV β3 [24].
Earlier global density studies [101, 102] suggested that the critical separation for
FA formation was 140 nm. In these studies however, a critical separation lenght of
73 nm between the adhesive dots is shown to dramatically reduce cell adhesion and
spreading as well as the formation of focal adhesions in fibroblast REF52 cells [7].
This feature is not due to an insufficient number of ligand molecules, and not the
total number of RGD functionalized nanoparticles, but rather the spatial confinement
and the restriction of integrin clustering via αV β3 receptors was crucial for proper
cell attachment and spreading [7]. Figure 2.10 illustrate this finding.
Above the threshold of 73 nm, cells still form lamellipodia and spike-like struc-
tures but they lose the stability of their contacts to the surface and undergo major
changes in shape and polarity [25]. Figure 2.11 plots the cell spreading dependence
with ligand spacing. To form lamellipodia is not influenced by the distance between
ECM ligands but the formation of stable contacts, and the maintenance of cell shape
[26] and cell adhesion force [160].
The phenomena has been observed for a variety of cell lines: MC3T3-osteoblast,
B16 melanocytes, REF52 fibroblasts, 3T3 fibroblasts. The range between 58-73nm
is proposed to be the universal lenght scale for integrin clustering and activation.
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Figure 2.11: Cell spreading dependence with ligand spacing. Adapted from [166].
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2.4 Stem cell niche
Two properties are required for a cell to be consider stem cell: self renewal and
differentiation. Stem cells must be able to divide ”indefinitely” keeping their undif-
ferentiated state. And also, differentiate into specialize cells following a hierarchical
and limited manner. According to their potency there are totipotent cells (fertilized
egg), pluripotent cells (derived from the blastocyst embryo) and multipotent (adult
stem cells in tissue, for example muscle satellite cells, hematopoietic stem cells and
mesenchymal stem cells with the potential to give rise to cells from multiple, but a
limited number of lineages).
Stem cell behaviour, in particular the balance between self-renewal and differen-
tiation, is ultimately controlled by the integration of intrinsic factors with extrinsic
cues supplied by the surrounding microenvironment, known as the stem cell niche
[76]. Self-renewal and differentiation depends on restrictive niches [168] in which cells
reside, which regulate differentiation and are as variable as the cells themselves.
The niche represents a defined anatomical compartment that provides signals
to cells in the form of secreted and cell surface molecules to control the rate of
proliferation, determine the fate of stem cell daughters, and protect the stem cells
from exhaustion or death [156] [76].
The niches are specific to the tissue where the stem cells are located. For exam-
ple, skeletal muscle stem cells, are found along the length of the myofibre, in close
contact with the myofibre plasma membrane and beneath its basement membrane
[76] [35][104].
One of the features of stem cell niches that are important for controlling stem cell
behavior is cell-extracellular matrix adhesion. The ECM anchors stem cells within
the niche in close proximity to self renewal and survival signals [76], maintain the
niche architecture and control the frequency and nature of stem cell divisions [146].
2.5 Muscle skeletal tissue
There are three types of contractile muscle cells in the human body. Skeletal, car-
dial and smooth muscle cells. Skeletal muscle cells are associated with voluntary
movements of the body. Muscles pull on bone to produce movement.
Skeletal muscle is a well organized tissue. It is composed of connective tissue
(epimysium) and bundles of individual muscle cell fasciles. Each fascile is separated
by a connective tissue layer referred to as perimysium. Within each fascile the muscle
cells (also called muscle fibers) appear elongated, multinucleated and striated. The
muscle fibers may contain 1000 myonuclei within the cytoplasm called sarcolema.
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A third connective tissue layer (endomysium) is between muscles fibers, and elec-
trically insulates the muscle cells from each other. The muscle cells are constituted
of bundles of retractive filaments, so called myofibrils. Each myofibril subunit con-
sists of myofibril actin and myosin heavy chain (MHC). Figure 2.12 illustrates the
architecture and organisation of skeletal muscle.
All three connective tissue layers (epimysium, perimysium and endomysium) bind
the muscle cells together, providing strength and support to the entire muscle. The
connective tissue associated with skeletal muscle is merged at the end of the muscles,
and prolonged to the tendons. The connective tissue associated with skeletal muscle
is composed of ECM proteins and besides its structural role, the ECM plays a role
in formation and regeneration of the skeletal muscle.
Figure 2.12: The anatomy of the skeletal muscle. The connective tissue layers
(epimysium, perimysium and endomysium) bind the muscle cells together, providing
strength and support to the entire muscle. The connective tissue is (i) merged at the
end of the muscles, and prolonged to the tendons, (ii) composed of ECM proteins
and besides its structural role, the ECM plays a role in formation and regeneration
of the skeletal muscle. Adapted from [158].
2.5.1 Muscle satellite cells and tissue specific stem cells
Muscle is normally a stable tissue but, after injury regeneration occurs via the activa-
tion and proliferation of satellite cells to form a pool of myoblasts, which differentiate
and fuse to replace or repair damaged myofibers [120] [162]. Satellite cells anatom-
ically located beneath the basal lamina of myofibers [104], function as myogenic
precursors for muscle growth and repair. However, when isolated from muscle and
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grafted into injured tissue the myogenic activity was shown disappointing in early
studies, perfoming poorly in comparison with true hematopoietic stem cell [136].
Recent studies hypothesized that the satellite cells population might consist of
both true stem cells from the sub-laminal niche and other less proliferative progenitor
cells from the interstitium. It has been shown that only a proportion of satellite
cells with the marker Pax7 are ”true” stem cells, and when transplanted they are
capable of expanding their population (self-renewing) [36, 35]. Merely this small
population function as stem cells, with the archetypal stem cell properties of (i) self-
renewal and (ii) differentiation. These muscle adult stem cells eventually give rise to
a pool of competent progeny (MPC’s muscles progenitor cells or myoblasts) that fuse
extensively to form myotubes and generate new myofibers repopulating irradiated
damaged muscle.
2.5.2 Progenitor cells and multipotency
Skeletal muscle development and regeneration occurs via the activation and prolifer-
ation of muscle satellite stem cells to form a pool of myoblasts. When mononucleated
myoblasts touch each other, they exit the cell cycle and multinucleated myotubes are
formed. The process known as fusion is followed by the activation of several (MRF)
myogenic regulatory transcription factors of the MyoD family: MyoD1, myogenin,
My5 and Mrf4 ([43][129] [187]).
Primary human progenitor myoblast and the immortalized mouse cell line C2
(originated from satellite cells) were believed to only posses the ability to form my-
otubes. But studies in the last 10 years have shown that myoblasts cells are not
exclusively committed to myogenesis [80, 197][185].
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) and multipotency
When demineralized bone matrix is implanted into muscle tissues, it triggers new
bone formation at the implantation site [181]. The active compound in bone matrix
was called bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) [182]. Bone morphogenetic proteins
(BMP’s) belong to a large family of structurally related proteins, known as the
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta). BMP’s activate several combinations
of typeI / type II (serine/ threonine) kinase receptors and their nuclear effector
termed Smads [174].
Recombinant human BMP-2 stimulates the maturation of committed osteoblast
progenitors, but also induced trans-differentiation of non-osteogenic cells into os-
teoblasts. Studies have shown the conversion of myogenic C2 myoblasts into the os-
teoblastic lineage. BMP suppress myogenin mRNA, inhibit the expression of MyoD
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Figure 2.13: Multinucleated myotube. Red stain for (MHC) Myosin Heavy Chain
and Dapi-blue the nucleous. Progenitor C2 cells after 4 days of culture differentiate
into myotubes. The process is accelerated by adding horse serum and insulin, but
also under standard serum conditions differentiation takes place. The scale bar is 50
um.
mRNA, stimulates expression of Id-1 and reduces the ALP activity [80]. Furthermore
BMP activates the RunX2 gene (or Cbfa1), specific for osteogenic differentiation[185].
Moreover, under specific conditions myoblasts can differentiate into adipocytes
[173][185]. And more recently it was found that certain myoblast progenitor cells
have the potential to differentiate into neurons [1],[153],[154].
Multipotency is open to progenitor cells in a ”Stock” options model ([185]) and
it is not exclusive to adult muscle satellite stem cells or mesenchymal stem cells with
higher hierarchy.
The classic definition of a stem cell also implies limited differentiation. However
potentials and hierarchy are ”options” rather than specific gene expression patterns.
Several states of existence, such as proliferation, differentiation and ”stem state”
have been recently discussed [112][208, 209, 210, 211].
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2.5.3 Microenvironment cues (ECM) upon cell differentia-
tion
The stable cell line named C2 progenitor cell or C2C12 is a well documented model
for studying cell fate and differentiation [193] [80] [197] [185]. They are muscleskeletal
tissue myoblast with the potential to differentiate into bone or muscle. Differenti-
ation of skeletal muscle occurs via a multistep process characterized by a cell cycle
withdrawal, expression of muscle specific genes, fusion into multinucleated cells, and
assembly of the contractile apparatus [187, 151, 87].
It is yet unclear how the myogenic regulatory factors themselves are activated
during myogenesis, but it is well established that a set of environmental signals,
including soluble factors, cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions may influence myoblast
decision to differentiate [21],[105], [130].
The critical role of signaling through adhesion sites on myoblast proliferation
and differentiation is indicated by the influence of diverse isoforms of integrins in
the initial signaling and in the later morphogenic processes such as cell fusion and
maintenance of myotube integrity [105]. For example, addition of RGD peptides
or blocking antibodies in solution to integrin receptors inhibits myoblast fusion and
differentiation [111][130].
Another extracellular matrix protein that influence myoblast differentiation is
collagen. Inhibition of collagen synthesis blocks myoblast differentiation [125][152].
Further studies have shown that inhibition of proteoglycans synthesis in C2C12
myoblasts causes changes in the ECM self assembly, preventing skeletal muscle differ-
entiation [130] [110]. Proteoglycans play a role in ECM organization and composition
since they bind to many ECM proteins. As a receptor heparan sulfate proteogly-
cans bind, via their sulfated glycosaminoglycans chains, to ECM proteins such as
fibronectin, laminin, collagen, and trombospondin. As matrix protein with multiple
side chains, proteoglycans serve as multivalent cross-linkers in the ECM. The addi-
tion of GAGs to proteoglycans can be perturbed by (i) β-D-xyloside, whereas the
sulfation of proteoglycans can be specifically inhibit by (ii) sodium chlorate. The
inhibition of proteoglycan synthesis, by any of this inhibitors leads to a decrease in
the number and length of the myotubes that are induced to differentiate. The differ-
entiation can be recovered by adding exogenous laminin-rich ECM. Interestingly, the
presence or absence of an organized ECM does not affect the expression of muscle
specific transcription factors. The gene expression of myogenin is independent. The
studies conclude that an organize ECM is not required for activating the myogenic
regulatory gene (myogenin), in the initial phase of muscle cell differentiation, but is
necessary for achieving terminal differentiation of skeletal muscle cells [130] [110].
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Later studies with a similar approach, explore the signals arising from the ECM
in the osteogenic commitment of C2C12 cells[131]. Inhibition of proteoglycans (using
sodium chlorate) induces the expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP, osteogenic lin-
eage marker) in myoblasts. The expression of the osteogenic marker can be reverted
by adding exogenous ECM. Interestingly, the study found [131] that the expression
of the ALP marker didnt affect the expression of muscle commitment MRF (myo-
genic regulatory factors e.g MyoD) or osteogenic determination Cbfa-1 genes. It
is proposed that the osteogenic cell fate by inhibitors of proteoglycans sulfation is
BMP-2 independent. But when adding ECM produced by myoblast induced to trans-
differentiate into osteoblasts by BMP-2 treatment (ECM different in composition),
the ALP marker is also induced in C2C12 cells under normal skeletal differentiation
conditions.
The experiments conclude that the composition of extra-cellular matrix induced
expression of ALP, by a mechanism independent of BMP-2 and without affecting
the expression of key muscle or osteogenic determination genes [131]. Proteoglycan
population within the ECM obtained from BMP-2 treated myoblasts is different in
composition ([61]) but changes in other ECM constituents may also have a role.
Changes in the absence of some type of signals between the ECM and the cells,
presumably through integrins, are sufficient to trigger an osteoblastic phenotype
[131].
Such studies have revealed that ECM assembly and composition have an epige-
netic role in differentiation and cell commitment. However the specific ECM ligands
and receptors involved are unknown. The downstream mechanisms that mediate the
effects of integrins are unexplored.
2.5.4 Receptors in Muscle Skeletal Development
In vitro studies in avian and rodent species imply that the α4 integrins, (containing
either the β1 or β7 subunit), and αv, α5β1, α6β1 and α7β1 integrins are the major
players in muscle differentiation. Whereas α5β1 is the classical fibronectin recep-
tor, both α6β1 and α7β1 are exclusive laminin receptors. α5β1 and α6β1 are widely
expressed and down-regulated after myotube formation ([19],[17]), whereas α7β1 is
mainly restricted to skeletal and cardiac muscle and strongly up-regulated upon my-
oblast fusion ([163], [198]). The role of α5β1 and α6β1 in muscle development and
the reason they coexist at the myoblast stage as ligand-opposing receptors is not yet
well defined [105].
Muscle fibers are surrounded by a basement membrane, composed of the main
constituents laminin, collagen IV, the heparan sulfate proteoglycan perlecan, and
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nidogen-1 [177][105]. Most likely, cell-matrix contact is predominantly maintained
through the interaction of muscle cell transmembrane receptors and laminin, the
major cell-adhesive protein found in basement membranes. In skeletal muscle the
α2, α4, and α5 chains have been identified ([138],[148] [164] [105]).
Laminin-2 (α2β1γ1) and laminin-4 (α2β2γ1) are the major laminin isoforms present
throughout muscle development and in the adult, providing the intimate contact
between basement membranes and the muscle fibers [60]. Accordingly, laminin re-
ceptors are thought to play pivotal roles for skeletal muscle function and integrity.
All laminin isoforms detected in skeletal muscle are recognized by α3β1, α6β1,
and α7β1 ([47][82][183][105]). α7β1 integrin is the major if not the exclusive integrin
receptor found in adult skeletal muscle [105].
Integrins mediate signal transduction across the plasma membrane by activating
several intracellular molecules, including focal adhesion kinase (FAK), which plays
a prominent role in integrin signaling [77, 20]. Studies have shown a complex and
crucial role of FAK in myogenesis. C2C12 cells differentiation is dependent on a
transient reduction of FAK signaling but, in contrast, terminal differentiation, with
formation of myotubes, is critically dependent on FAK phosphorylation and presum-
ably its activation [34].
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Chapter 3
Materials and methods
3.1 Nanopattern substrates
3.1.1 Diblock copolymer micellar nanolithography
Nanopatterns were created by diblock copolymer micellar lithography described
in [165, 167, 53]. This approach is based on the self-assembly of diblock copoly-
mers of polystyrene-block-poly (2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) into reverse micelles
in toluene. The core of the micelle consists of the P2VP block complexed with a
metal precursor (HAuCl4), which is added to the micellar solution during prepara-
tion. Glass coverslips were cleaned in a 3:1 H2SO4:H2O2 solution and dried. Dipping
and retracting the cover-slips from such a solution results in uniform and extended
monomicellar films on the substrate, and subsequent treatment of these films with
oxygen or hydrogen gas plasma, removes the polymer and reduces the salt, leav-
ing the gold “dots” in a nearly perfect hexagonal pattern. A preparation scheme is
presented in Fig. 3.1.
The size of the Au nanoparticles may be varied between 1 and 20 nm by adjusting
the amount of HAuC4 added to the micellar solution. The spacing between Au
nanoparticles may also be adjusted from 15 to 250 nm, by choosing the appropriate
molecular weight of PS-b-P2VP and by changing the retraction speed [166].
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Figure 3.1: Micelles of copolymers containing gold nanoparticles are depos- ited on
glass coverslips; after treatment with hydrogen gas plasma, only the polymers are
removed from the surface, leaving gold nanoparticles of 8 nm diameter.
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3.1.2 Biofunctionalization and passivation
Passivation of the interface entails the binding of polyethylenglycol (PEG 2000) layer
to the glass substrate. Covering the surface between the Au nanodots, avoid protein
adsorption or interaction of the surface with the cell membrane [7].
Previous to the passivation, the glass surface containing the nanogold dots is
kept at 200C for 24h. The annealing process remove the internal stress in the glass
and enforced the gold dots attachment the surface. Then the surface is reactivated
(negatively charged) applying anisotropic oxigen plasma (150 watt, 0,4 mbar). Both
faces of the surface are active.
In a low water atmosphere (under nitrogen flow) the passivation reaction takes
place. The absence of water in the system and dry-toluene solvent is important in
order to obtain a monolayer polymer coating. The PEG layer thickness correlated
with the size of gold nanoparticles, approximately 5 nm [16]. A small spatula amount
of polymer per 10ml of dry-tolulene is recommend it. After 20 hours at 80C, the
reaction is stopped. The substrates are rinsed with etlyacetate and methanol in order
to remove the traces of non-reactive polymer. The solvent are applied with a glass
syringe.
For the biofunctionalization, there are wide choices of ligands to link to the Au
dots and different immobilization procedures are applicable for different ligands [166].
A forward strategy to couple the peptide ligands to Au nanoparticles is with a thiol
(SH) group, through a cysteine residue (C aminoacid). Ligands bind selectively to
the Au nanoparticle [7]. All the peptides used in these research, were customized
with a linker (CGGG). The triple guanine aminoacid works as a spacer, making
accessible the ligand to the cell. A preparation scheme is presented in Fig. 3.2,
confluent progenitor muscles cells are observed in the RGD functionalized area, the
polyethylenglycol layer prevents unspecific adhesion.
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Figure 3.2: Biofunctionalization of nanopatterned surfaces with peptides based on
the method for the preparation of RGD surfaces [7]. Confluent progenitor mus-
cles cells are observed in the RGD functionalized area, the polyethylenglycol layer
prevents unspecific adhesion. The scale bar is 200 um.
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3.2 Cell culture
C2 progenitor muscle cells were suspended in DMEM High Glucose (+ 4500 ml/L
Glucose, + Glutamin, - Pyruvate Invitrogen Co.) + 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (Gibco
REF 10500-064), and penicillin (100 units/ml)-streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml). The cells
were amplified in culture, split before reaching confluence, counted and replated on
their corresponding substrates to a density of 6.000 cells / sq cm for 12h at 37C with
5% CO2.
3.2.1 Paxillin focal adhesions
In order to study the focal adhesion matrix formation, C2 progenitor cells were
retrovirally infected with yellow fluorescence protein (YFP)-tagged human paxillin
in pBabe vector (provided by Dr. Irena Lavelin, Weizmann Institute of Science).
The duration of this procedure was 6 days. The work was done with safety virus
precautions under the directions of Dr. Lavellin.
The procedure consisted in (i) transfecting the packing cells (293T or phonix cells
) with vector Pax-YFP and Helper pCLEco mouse using a lipofactor, (ii) producing
the virus on packing cells 293T, (iii) using the medium from the packing cells to infect
the target cells (progenitor C2 cells), (iv) selecting with puromycin the positive target
C2 cells that express fluorescent paxillin.
Figure 3.3(A) shows bright focal complexes and focal adhesions of C2 cells plated
on polystrene dish coated with gelatin, in comparison the control (B) without paxillin
shows a diffuse background. No single cloning was used but rather the heterogeneous
population.
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Figure 3.3: A. Retrovirus infected cell with PaxYFP vector was used to highlight
focal adhesions. Lines points focal complexes (FC) and stable focal adhesion (FA)
B. Control C2 cells. Transition from nascent focal complexes to mature FA creates
a symetry break in the FA structure. An elongated polar structure with a distal
tip (toe) and proximal end (heel) associated with the growing actin bundle, emerges
[190]. The scale bar is 15 um.
Chapter 4
Design of a high-throughput
screening (HTPS) system for cell
adhesion on defined
biofunctionalized nanostructures
4.1 Introduction
System biology studies require large data sets on multiple conditions with profiling
of many samples. To investigate questions in cellular adhesion down to the nanoscale
level, the use of a ”lab-on a chip” technology is proposed. This chapter will focus
on the design of high-troughtput screening (HTPS) for cell adhesion. The pipeline
analysis consist on the quantification of multiple subcellular features (for example
structure and organization of focal adhesions) and statistical comparisons of their
distributions in treated vs. control cells [134]. This platform take advantage of nan-
otechnology techniques to create environments suitable for physical and biochemical
stimulation of cells.
4.1.1 Cell based screening
Molecular biology has become a regular tool for research in medicine and therapeu-
tic methods, with specific perturbations at the molecular level. High Throughput
Screening (HTPS) as it is known today is a consequence of this development. The
complete decoding of the human genome and the ongoing sequencing of animal,
plant and microbial genomes has unleashed new analytical possibilities and tech-
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niques. Principal applications of HTPS in biomedicine include: Genetic Diseases,
Cancer [86], Tissue Typing[44], Infectious Diseases[99], and Drug Discovery.
Cell based screening is an emerging methodology that monitors cellular pheno-
types as the read out and is widely used because they produce data sets that are
rich in information [135] [42]. Information about cells which is attainable by mi-
croscopy includes: cell morphology, intracellular substructures such as cytoskeletal
fibers, endoplasmic reticulum, golgi and mitochondria, monitoring gene expression
(with promotor reporters), localization of proteins [135]. These kinds of biological
screen are referred to as ”high content” or ”multi-parametric” because many cellular
parameters are scored in a single assay [205].
Cell based screening allows cellular processes and their modulation to be explored
by (i) chemical or (ii) genetic perturbations [135]. Chemical compound screens aim to
discover novel drugs that might interfere with cellular functions by screening chemical
libraries. For genetic perturbations, for example, using siRNA technology is a potent
method that provides a direct causal link between gene sequence and functional data
in the form of targetted loss of function (LOF) phenotype [37] [42].
Screens can provide valuable information on (i) functional genomics: by charac-
terization of the cellular action of multiple genes, (ii) system biology: by elucidating
the complex action of multiple biological networks and (iii) drug discovery [135].
Examples included, screening proteosome inhibitors effective for cancer therapy [88],
cDNA screening for identifying novel structural cellular proteins based on localization
of YFP fusion proteins, discovery of cell migration-related genes [123], phenotypic
screening techniques to identify novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of cardio-
vascular disease [45], and perturbations of cell adhesions [134] [189].
Cell based screening is challenged by technical issues, including image quality,
processing time and reproducibility [42]. Development of screening systems requires
a multidisciplinary effort: (i) biological input: screening of large libraries (ii) devel-
opment of a suitable ”reporter cell” (iii) microscopy know how, preferably automated
microscope readouts for highthrouput (iv) advanced imaging processing using algo-
rithms for image analysis and interpretation linked to a high level of bioinformatics
[62] [135].
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4.1.2 Chemical and genetic RNAi perturbations on focal ad-
hesion screens
Focal adhesions (FA) are multiprotein complexes involved in the anchoring of cells
to their surroundings as well as in the transduction of adhesion-induced signals and
regulation of actin cytoskeleton organization within cells. They play a central role
in a variety of cellular processes, including tissue morphogenesis, differentiation,
cytoskeletal organization, cell migration and transmembrane signalling.
Such parameters unleashed valuable information on cell structure, dynamics and
function. Due to their importance these adhesion structures are atractive targets for
a variety of drugs [139] and functional genomics studies.
Perturbations in cell based adhesion screen target F.A in culture cells and overall
effect on cell spreading and elongation. FA features include abundance, size, shape,
molecular composition, distribution and localization within the cell [135]. Cell lines
usually express fluorescently targeted paxillin as a prominent component in the FA
complex.
Chemical perturbation screens aim to discover novel drugs that might interfere
with cellular functions by screening chemical libraries. Recent work explores cy-
toskeletal and cell adhesion sites as morphological parameters from high-throuput
experiments using a chemical library of 2200 combinatorial natural products [134]
[126].
Genetic perturbation screens using RNA interference technology have revolution-
ized the field of functional genomics. The discovery of RNAi allows genome scale
screening in cultured cells. The method for gene knock down (not knock out) pro-
vides a direct causal link between gene sequence and functional data in the form of
targeted loss of function (LOF) phenotype [42].
Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) technology [157] can be used in (a) direct loss
function screen, by (a.1) systematic targeting and identifying the function of each
gene individually or (a.2) selecting based screen using pool libraries of shRNAs (short
hairpin) to target many genes at once. This approach is effective to many gene
types including encoding (structural components, cell surface receptors, transcription
factors, enzymes). The second modality is called (b) versus modifier screens. In this
approach RNAi is used to identify genes and pathways that, when silenced can either
enhance or supress a given initial phenotype of interest. The phenotype can be result
of (b.1) initial drug treatment (b.2) combination of drug treatment with/plus siRNA,
in which the screen will potentially yield insights into both the mechanism of drug
action and the drug-targetted molecular pathways. The details of siRNA technology
are available on excellent reviews [42].
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A high-throughput microscopy-based screen can be combined with RNAi-mediated
gene knockdown to explore molecular pathway function in the assembly of focal ad-
hesions (FAs). In recent work siRNAs [157] was used to target human kinases,
phosphatases, and migration- and adhesion-related genes. Multiparametric image
analysis of control and of siRNA-treated cells, revealed correlations between distinct
morphological FA features or ”phenotype signature” [189].
To date cell based focal adhesion screens have been explored by (i) chemical
compound perturbations as soluble factors and (ii) knocking down genes by siRNA.
However, a library of ligand-receptor perturbations have not been explored as input
variables to study the epigenetic variables in FA formation, cell adhesion behavior
or signaling.
4.1.3 High throughput and miniaturization
The goal of high throughput screening (HTPS) remains the fabrication of minia-
turized laboratory reactors, called micro-arrays that can work in parallel and be
compatible with high sensitivity detection systems to monitor their outputs. Com-
plex analyses can be performed within a few hours with the help of microarrays or
“biochips” [5].
Classic solid phase substrates such as microscopic slides used in biotesting in-
spired the development of micro arrays [100]. Present flat substrates can be mod-
ified to posses multiple (often hundreds or thousands) probe sites. Each site holds
a ligand which, when detected by an imaging technology, most often fluorescence,
can indicate the interaction both quantitatively and qualitatively [100]. Those probe
spots are micro- to nanometer sized. Examples of flat surface microarrays include:
DNA microarrays [64], Protein Arrays [63], Antibody Arrays, Affinity Capture Ar-
rays, Carbohydrate Arrays, Cell Arrays, Tissue Micro Arrays, Automated Ligand
Identification System.
The manufacture of microarrrays and biochips benefit from the use of a great
number of nanofabrication tools. Surface molecular modification techniques include:
self-assembled mono-layers, surface spin coating with polymers or colloids) to control
properties of the array interface at the molecular level (adhesion, hydrophobicity,
friction). And as shown in this research, the Diblock Copolymer Micelle Nano-
lithography (BCML) technique.
In addition, HTPS approaches must fullfill certain criteria in order to be useful
in a research diagnostic laboratory. They must be able to perform a large number
of assays rapidly and simultaneously in a user friendly manner and be small in for-
mat. They must be configured to provide robust and reproducible results that allow
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standardization and comparison of experiments performed in different laboratories.
Because biological samples and reagents are usually small and costly to generate,
HTPS methods should be capable of handling small volumes and detecting low con-
centrations of analytes in order to reduce cost. Preferably, they should be capable
of many reuses [5][100].
Finally, data handling, collection, and interpretation generated by HTPS includ-
ing comparison and storage of databases is necessary to take full advantage of HTPS.
Therefore bioinformatics is a component of future HTPS developments.
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4.2 Platform design
4.2.1 Choosing the substrate platform for the screening and
preparation of adhesive substrate
Quantitative cell adhesion assays require the preparation of an adhesive substratum
consisting extra-cellular matrix peptides immobilize onto a solid support. To address
the question whether a plain gold substrate or the nano-pattern is an appropriate
surface to evaluate a library of thiol adhesive peptides, preliminary cell adhesion
experiments were done. Here it is experimentally show why the nano-patterns were
the method chosen for the cell based adhesion screen.
In order to evaluate the adhesion performance of a library of peptides, an effective
negative control that blocks non specific adhesion to the surface must be established
in order to attribute the cell adhesion response to the peptide in question. Cells seed
on plain gold substrates are compared with surfaces coated with BSA as negative
control. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is an effective blocking agent for most cells,
used at 10 mg/ml heat denatured which usually should allow attachment of < 2-3%
of most cells. And should block 50 to 60% on the highest concentration of matrix
protein when cultured in plastic [3]. Figure 4.1 illustrate the preliminary experiments.
Glass coverslips were cleaned in a 3:1 H2SO4:H2O2 solution and dried. The sub-
strates were first coated with 10nm of Titanium, followed by a 20nm of gold (figure
A 4.1). The additional titanium layer is a strong inter-phase for gold attachment. A
single layer of gold directly onto glass easily detach during the cell culture (picture
not shown).
The substrates were incubated with fibronectin (1x40 in PBS for 2 hour at room
temperature) or RGD (25um x 3 hours at room temperature), figure 4.1C and 4.1E
illustrate the prepared surfaces respectively. Negative controls were further incubated
with bovine serum albumin (1 % in BSA) to block non-specific adsorption 4.1 (B,
D,F). Progenitor C2 cells were cultured for 24 hours in serum containing medium.
Figure 4.2 resume the phase contrast results.
The plain gold sample (figure 4.2A) and the sample incubated with RGD (figure
4.2E) do not show much difference. This address the question of equal distribution
of peptides on the gold surfaces or whether the working concentration of peptide of
25um is unsufficient. The sample with the entire fibronectin protein looks remarkably
confluent (figure 4.2C). On the other hand, the negative controls with BSA (figure
4.2B, D, F).showed no significant reduction of adhesion.
From these experiments, it can be inferred that BSA did not block efficiently
on uniform gold surfaces unspecific adhesion. This could be attributed to several
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Figure 4.1: Illustration showing preliminary cell adhesion experiments. (A) Gold (B)
Gold + BSA (C) Gold and Fibronectin (D) Gold and Fibronectin + BSA (E) Gold
and RGD peptide (F) Gold and RGD peptide + BSA (G) Gold-nanodots with RGD
passivated with PEG 2000 (H) Glass surface passivated with PEG 2000.
reasons, (i) non-uniform coating of BSA leaving uncovered gold parts and (ii) pro-
tein exchange from the serum in the medium. This last effect is known as Vroman
effect [46, 127] , and fibronectin present in the medium serum might replace the BSA
molecules leading to unwanted adhesion. Additionally, recent studies have demon-
strated that on pure flat coated gold surfaces, PEG-thiols are superior to the other
blocking molecules. While on polystyrene surfaces blocking with BSA gave best
results [147].
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Furthermore plain gold doesnt ensure homogenous coating, and the density is
variable on the peptide concentration [25][3]. The method doesn’t allow control over
the spatial cues (inter-distance between ligands) to explore clustering of receptors,
and activation of FA in cell adhesion signaling. A suitable surface that facilitate the
availability of ligands instead of a flat gold surface (i), with well define anchoring
points (i) to controlled density and homogeneous distribution of ligands (iii) with a
better repellent molecule to prevent non-specific cell adhesion (iv) is required. Re-
cent studies on attachment and neuronal differentiation have used nano-patterns for
gaining unbiased, interpretable data [75]. Figure 4.2H, G illustrate the nanopatterns
as an alternative platform in the screening.
Nanopatterns [7] and effective PEG passivation to glass to prevent deposition of
proteins shed by cells during culture period [16][18][54] controls unspecific and un-
controllablle protein deposition. Figure 4.3 shows no adherent cells on the passivated
area, where non-specific adhesion occurs.
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Figure 4.2: Cell adhesion experiments. (A) Gold (B) Gold + BSA (C) Gold and
Fibronectin (D) Gold and Fibronectin + BSA (E) Gold and RGD peptide (F) Gold
and RGD peptide + BSA (G) Gold-nanodots with RGD passivated with PEG 2000
(H) Glass surface passivated with PEG 2000. The scale bar is 100 um.
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Figure 4.3: Set of 4 cell adhesion experiments on nanopatterns The upper part of each
image shows cells cultured on gold-nanodots, decorated with RGD and passivated
with PEG 2000. The lower part of each image shows the dipping line and the glass
portion of the surface passivated with PEG 2000. The scale bar is 100 um.
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4.2.2 First prototype
In academic research, “high density microarrays” samples are investigated for thou-
sands of parameters. Parallel comparison and automation play a decisive role in
biochip technology. A new high throughput platform is here described for use in cell
adhesion.
The strategy is to use a re-usable culture vessel in combination with a standard
glass substrate with the nano-structures. Figure 4.4 illustrate a grid of 4x 12 wells
designed to fit into a glass coverslip 25x75 um format. Dimensions and adaptations
were made considering a 384 well plate. Polydimetil silohexane (PDMS) was the
chosen material to cast such mask. The prototype is envisioned to work with a
biomek automatic workstation.
Figure 4.4: PDMS prototype consisting of 4x12 wells. Dimensions and adaptations
refer to a 384 well plate. The PDMS mask is mounted and pressed against to glass
substrate of 25 mm x 75 mm and 0,7 mm thick. Immobility of the substrate is further
achieve with an aluminum chamber. The slide with the passivated PEG 2000 layer
and nano-gold dots constitutes its bottom.
The material is flexible, transparent and well known to be biocompatible with
cells, making it ideal for cell culture purposes. To prepare the PDMS (Sylgard 184),
the crosslinker and silicon base is mixed 1:10 ratio. The viscous liquid is then cast
into a mold consisting of 48 round pins screwed to a metal holder. Figure 4.5 shows
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removeable pins for easy cleaning and detaching of the polymer. All metal pieces
are cleaned with acetone / ethanol and sprayed with silicon to facilitate desmolding
prior use. The mold is let to rest for one hour, to let the air bubbles come out of the
polymer. Curing takes place overnight at 60C (hot air oven). The casted sample is
carefully remove pushing out the pins. The PDMS is rinse with with ethanol 70%,
wrapped in aluminium foil and sterilize in the autoclave.All metals parts can be clean
with xylene after use.
Figure 4.5: A. Tools and component to cast a PDMS culture mask. B. Ejecting pin
system C. Casting liquid PDMS D. Removing PDMS after hardening E. Final mask
with 48 wells.
The PDMS mask is mounted and pressed against to glass substrate of 25 mm
x 75 mm and 0,7 mm thick. immobility of the substrate is further achieve with
an aluminum chamber, figure 4.7. Screws in 8 points are used to secure the whole
system. After proceeding with the cell culture, the chamber is covered with an
adhesive film (that allows Co2 exchange and contamination protection). After use,
remove screws and dissemble all parts. Clean all aluminum parts with ethanol and
Autoclave.
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In this first prototype the PDMS doesnt seal effectively the contact space between
the wells. Figure 4.6 shows cultured and stained C2 cells with the PDMS mask.
Either the area and dimension are too small for a good contact or the material
smooth and adhesive enough. Leaking fluid was observed from one well to another.
Sealing is essential to evaluate different peptide conditions on each well. The pressing
chamber helps to keep the slide and the silicon together, but the final result is not
appropriate for the screening tests.
Figure 4.6: Cultured C2 cells, stained with comasin blue.
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4.2.3 Working prototype
To overcome the sealing problems in the prototype, a commercial reusable silicon
culture vessel is used. The mask (flexiPERM) constitutes the walls of a block of 12
tissue culture wells; the slide with the passivated PEG 2000 layer and nano-gold dots
constitutes its bottom. Dimensions resemble a 96 well plate. The silicon mask is not
toxic to tissues. It is insensitive to heat, cold and most of all laboratory chemicals.
The smooth lower side of the flexiPERM adheres to the dry slide when slightly
pressed against it. In this way 12 wells are formed which are isolated from each other.
Adherence can be checked, from below, in the reflected light. Further pressing and
immobility of the substrate is achieve with the aluminum chamber, figure 4.7 shows
the mechanical parts . Rubber bands instead of screws are use to secure the whole
system. Figure 4.8 shows a clean sealing using the commercial silicon mask.
Figure 4.7: Chamber aluminum parts and commercial silicon mask.
It was advantageous to passivate a higher number of glass coverslips in a batch.
This enable the same surface quality for the screening. This was possible using in a
vertical holder made of glass, with a capacity of 10 surfaces. The device fits into a
customed glass set up, with a nitrogen influx plug and a closing lid as shown in 4.9.
The passivation procedure is described in section 3.1.2.
The assembly and working with the chamber should be done under the cell cul-
ture. All components such as aluminum parts and the silicon vessel should be pre-
viously sterilized. Autoclave is recommended.
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Figure 4.8: Comasin blue staining on cultured cells proves the system is not leeking.
Figure 4.9: A. Glass device to perform the passivation B. Coverslip vertical holder x
10 samples.
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4.2.4 Peptide library review and strategy for dissolving large
set of peptides
The extra cellular matrix (ECM) and cell adhesion molecules library consisted of 33
ligands or peptides (Fibrinogen, Tenascin, Collagen, Fibronectin, CAM, Laminin).
The control peptide is the cyclic RGDfK which specifically recognise αvβ3 integrins
[24].
The sequences reported in literature for adhesive behavior, were synthesized by
GL Biochem (Shanghai) Ltd. China and Invitrogen, Germany with an additional
THIOL group attached (C-cisteine for gold binding) plus “GGG” as the spacer.
Figure 4.10 summarize the compounds with its associated known receptors and its
location within the protein.
Peptides were supplied as lyophilized solids in polypropylene tubes. In these
cases, the only practical method was to apply one solvent to all peptides and use the
solutions obtained without trying to optimize for each peptide.
As suggested by commercial recommendations the peptides were resuspend in
solvent comprising 0.1M HEPES buffer pH7.4 in a 40% acetonitrile/water. They
were then aliquoted in 200ul of such buffer, frozen at –70C and lyophilized overnight.
After lyophilization peptides are stable at room temperature and can be store at
–20C.
Prior peptide immobilization. They the aliquot is resuspended in 50% DMSO /
DDW (double distilled water). Then a small working aliquot was taken and further
diluted in 20mM HEPES, ph 7.4 to maintain pH. The remaining peptides in DMSO-
DWW should be kept at –70C.
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Figure 4.10: Peptide library: adhesive ligands compounds with its associated known
receptors and its location within the protein. The given screening code identifies the
ECM peptide and the associated number is not related to any nomenclature, but
simplicity to cite the sequence in the screen.References A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V correspond to [118], [142], [199], [114], [133],
[108], [83], [180], [194], [27], [184], [172], [155], [57], [56], [33], [161] [94], [140], [66],
[79], [95] respectively.
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4.2.5 High throughput experimental method
The surface biofunctionalization is an important step that requires skillful prepara-
tion and attention. After assembly of the chamber under the cell culture hood, 50ul
of the diluted peptide (25 uM) in buffer are applied individually to the wells. Five
peptides and one RGD control are tested in duplicates. It is important to keep track
on the chamber orientation and identify the wells in each experiment. Peptides are
incubated for 3 hours, at room temperature. All the wells are washed with 100 ul
of double destilled water (DDW) x 3 times (20 minutes each) with a multipippet.
For sterilization of the substrate, 100 ul of ethanol is used for 10-15 minutes. The
wells are washed again with sterile DDW x 3 times. A final wash with sterile PBS
is applied before cell seeding. Cells are plated at a density 6.000 cell/cm2 in a vol-
ume of 100ul. The chambers are placed in a big sterile petri dish with some PBS
to preserved humidity. The petri dishes are kept for 12h in the incubator and then
transfer to the bench for disassemble, figure 5.1.
Figure 4.11: A. Chamber in glass petri dish with cultured media B. Chamber alu-
minum parts.
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4.2.6 Cell fixation and final preparation
After culturing, the chamber is disassemble, the silicon mask is removed and the sub-
strate is gently washed with at 37C PBS. The cells are fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 20min at 37C and then washed with PBS. The slides with fixed cells were
mounted upside down with ELVANOL on a glass object 26mmx76 mm. After 2 days
of letting the samples dry in a dark place, the slides were ready to the microscope
stage for screening. An adhesive film helps to locate the wells position as shown in
figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: Mounted high content screen slide in a 25 x 75 mm format.
The flexiPERM and aluminium parts are reusable. Immediately after culturing
the cells rinsed in flowing water, rubbing it slightly. Then kept it in a bowl with 70%
ethanol solution for 20 min. After drying in air, the flexiPERM and aluminum parts
can be autoclaved. Autoclaving in the foil bag has proved to be the best method.
The flexiPERM and chamber parts wrapped in aluminum foil should remain in the
bag until it is used again. In this way it is protected against contamination.
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The biochip platform for the parallel analysis and validation of samples, can be
extrapolated using other ligand-receptor systems of interest. A much higher sample
throughput is potentially possible by designing a chamber to the format of a full
microplate platform. A multi-chamber able to hold several standard 1x3 inches
substrates, producing and processing up to 96 conditions.
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4.3 Image acquisition and data analysis
4.3.1 Contrast phase microscopy and cell counting
Cell attachment assays quantitate the fraction of cells that attach to matrix-coated
surfaces and are resistant to gentle washing. A PBS solution at 37 C must be added
gently to the culture in order to minimize turbulent flow which could dislodge even
well attach cells. Attached cells can be quantified by labelling cells with radioactiv-
ity, by staining attached cells, by using metabolic assays, by prelabelling cells with
fluorescent dyes or directly counting the attached cells in a microspic field.
Transmitted light microscope Axiovert 200, in phase contrast mode, was the
instrument used for monitoring the morphologic cell adhesion response, and also to
count the cells. The thin mounted slide 0.17 mm thick, with the cultured cells on the
nano-structures must face down the objective. Unwanted dirt and elvanol traces can
be removed by gently cleaning the surface with ethanol. The quality of the phase
contrast image is affected by the cleanness of the microscope slide.
A set of 8 pictures are taken per condition, see figure 4.13. Image J, Cell Counter
plugin was the software application use to count cells within a field at 10x magnifi-
cation. Note that at any time you can add types or remove them. Select the type
you want to count (1 to 8), and count by clicking on the feature in the image. A
colored number corresponding to the type you are counting will be displayed on the
image every time you click, and the corresponding counter is updated. The counter
shows the results in the ImageJ results table. The counts per picture and the totals
are displayed. Exports the marker data to an XML file. Export the Image image
with the markers written on it.
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Figure 4.13: Set of 8 pictures are selected per condition. The enlarged picture shows
scale bar=100 um. A colored number corresponds to the image that is counted.
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4.3.2 Cell segmentation analysis, area and elongation
Adhesion cell area and elongation was calculated from phase contrast images acquired
with the transmitted light microscope. The same 8 pictures used for cell counting
were analyzed for manual segmentation. ROI Manager on Image J was the plugin
software used to individually segment each cell adhere to the substrate in a field of
10x magnification. The set measurement to analyze the polygons correlates to 0.65
micrometer/ pixel in a 10x picture. Figure 4.14 illustrate the procedure.
For quantification the polygon fit to an ellipse. The cell area output is report
in square micrometers. And the major axis and minor axis in micrometers. The
elongation is report without units as it the ratio between major/minor axis. The
data is export to a XML file.
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Figure 4.14: Set of 8 pictures are selected per condition. The enlarged image shows
the scale bar =100 um. Cell are is segmented using polygons. For quantification the
polygon fit to ellipses.
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4.3.3 Fluorescent microscopy
In fluorescence microscopy, also called epifluorescence microscopy, the image is not
the result of direct transmission of visible light as in light microscopy. In this case,
the investigated specimen itself emits light. Fluorescence probes within a complex
biological object can be selectively excited and detected. The possibility to stain or
genetically express interesting structures with fluorescent probes enables the local-
ization and identification of specific structures.
The fluorophores in the sample are excited by light of define wavelength. In
the Jablonski diagram (shown in figure 4.15) the excitation into the S2-state (A)
as well as the subsequent fluorescence emission (F) is indicated (blue and green,
respectively). The difference between the energies of excitation and emission results
from different interactions between the excited state and the solvent at the time of
excitation and at the time of emission, respectively. This energy gap is expressed as
”STOKES shift”, i.e the difference between the excitation and emission wavelength
maxima. Owing to the lower S1-state, the emission occurs at a longer wavelength
maximum than the excitation.
Figure 4.15: Jablonski diagram: the excitation into the S2-state (A) as well as the
subsequent fluorescence emission (F) is indicated (blue and green, respectively).
In the microscope, the incident light supplied by a mercury arc lamp (1) reaches
the excitation filter (A), letting pass excitation light of a suitable wavelength (2). A
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chromatic beam splitter (B) reflects this light on the specimen via the objective.The
specimen absorbs the excitation light and then emits long wave fluorescence (3) which
is collected by the objective and transmitted again by the chromatic beam splitter
(B). A final emission filter (C), transmit only light with the emitted wavelength (3)
to the eye piece, the camera o the detector. Diagram 4.16 illustrate the principle.
Figure 4.16: Epifluorescence microscopy principle: Incident light (1). Excitation
filter (A). Excitation specific wavelength (2). Chromatic beam splitter (B). Long
wave fluorescence (3). Emission filter (C).
4.3.4 Quantitative fluorescent microscopy: data collection
Biological image data collection was performed with the microscope system DeltaVi-
sion RT, in combination with the softWoRx image analysis software. The inverted
epifluorescence microscope allows precise control of stage motion and is used for
quantitative microscopy.
Retrovirally infected C2 cells self express Pax-YFP to localize punctate focal
adhesion structures at the interphase between cells and the ECM components. The
chosen filter for detecting paxillin focal adhesion expressing YFP (Yellow Fluorescent
Protein) was the FITC filter. The filter is called FITC because its used for detecting
Fluoresce in Iso Thio Cyanate with excitation wavelength 490 nm, and emission
wavelength =526 nm. Digital images were collected in 40x oil immersion objective
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+ Aux magnification. All pictures were made at the same time exposure, as close as
possible to the saturation point, and at the same percentage of light transmission.
Standarized conditions set in relation to the RGD control.
4.3.5 Focal adhesion analysis, number, area and elongation
The paxilin-YFP focal adhesion analysis was performed using with a mathematical
algorithm under MatLab (acknowledgement to Dr. Alex deBeer). Raw cell im-
ages often contain diffuse background, which is especially prominent in thick regions
of the cell like the nucleus. Subtraction of the average image intensity flattens this
background (high pass filtered) and facilitates interactive determination of a uniform
threshold level that is below the staining intensity for all matrix adhesion patches.
Image segments corresponding to individual matrix adhesion (patches) are then de-
fine by the algorithm and approximate to ellipses as shown in figure 4.17. Such
ellipses are then count, and measured (elongation ratio and area). The smallest pax-
illin structure correspond to 20 sq pixels, which equals an area of 0.5 sq um. The
conversion in the delta vision system equipment is 6.25 pixels to 1 um. Parameters
were optimized for 52nm RGD control, and used to all the screened data, aiming
to get a lower systematic error. However, when plotting the results high amount
of artifacts were found in the 70nm and 110nm data (objects such as vesicles close
to the nucleous and bright cell-cell borders were identified by the algorithm). Be-
cause such artifacts did not correspond to the qualitative observations, where no
visual focals are identified at 70nm and 110nm, with the except of few ones on P22.
New parameters were re-adjusted to 70nm and 110nm, allowing a proper signal to
noisy/systematic error.
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Figure 4.17: Left: Raw cell images often contain diffuse background. Right: Indi-
vidual matrix adhesion (patches) are defined by the algorithm and approximate to
ellipses. The scale bar is 25 um.
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4.3.6 Statistical representation of large image stacks
Experimental biologists are often unsure how error bars should be interpreted. Error
bars could describe the number of measurements, replicates or independent experi-
ments [39]. For the quantification of cell area, cell elongation, focal adhesion (size,
area and number), and myotube (area and elongation), the mean or average values
and standard deviation is report. In this work the standard deviation describes how
the data is spread in relation to the number of measurements = n.
The distribution of data values can be further be represented as a histogram.
The distribution helps to identified populations within in the data set, and aims to
explain high standard deviation values in some experiments.
The histogram’s x-axis reflects the range of values in Y. The histogram’s Y-axis
shows the number of elements that fall within the groups; therefore, the Y axis ranges
from 0 to the greates number of elements deposited in any bin.
To plot a histogram, the measurement values are organized in a mathematical
matrix Hist (y,x) and plotted in MatLab. Where x is a vector, returns the distribution
of y among length (x) bins with centers specified by x. In addition, data is normalized
to the total number of measurements in order to compared different conditions.
For example, cell area values are in a range from 0 to 5500 square micrometers.
We define bins of 50 square micrometers size.
x = [0 : 50 : 5500]; (min, bin,max).
The histogram function hist(y,x), distribute the y values into the 110 bins. For
the experiment 70nm and RGD cells we have the follow values,
y = [13, 8, 10, 12, 11, 19, 5, 16, 25, 8, 23, 12, 45, 27, 24, 15, 8, 49, 19, 7, 4795, 2136,
1066, 79, 118, 189, 63, 70, 149, 78, 366, 57, 31, 126, 103, 2065, 917, 1960,
2326, 61, 28, 41, 26, 44, 14, 60, 38, 21, 41, 11, 592, 741, 488, 555, 487, 259, 383,
1252, 1160, 819, 16, 2093, 1675, 902, 1178, 2019, 2085, 173, 102, 2511, 1778,
901, 214, 1058, 1706, 1502, 837, 2571, 678, 2019, 3164, 940, 572, 2519, 207,
1456, 2607, 1308, 321]
[a1, b1] = hist(y, x)
c1 = [(a1/numel(y)) ∗ 100]; where n = numel(y) = 43
The histogram is plot in figure 4.18. In addition, data is normalized to the total
number of measurements in order to compared with other conditions (figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.18: Histogram example, cell area distribution at 70nm for RGD control.
The image at the bottom is normalized.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of two histograms normalized by their number of mea-
surements. Cell area distribution at 70nm is shown for RGD control and Laminin
22.
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4.4 Closing remarks
Quantitative cell adhesion assays require the preparation of an adhesive substratum
consisting extra-cellular matrix peptides immobilize onto a solid support. Nanopat-
tern substrates allow to investigate questions in cellular adhesion down to the nanoscale
level. The homogeneous ligand distribution, controlled distance between ligands, and
effective passivation against non-specific adhesion of nanopatter susbtrates allows to
study ligand-receptors interaction [7][166] [51] [75].
The working ”lab on chip” platform, consist of a commercial mask (flexiPERM)
with 12 culture wells; on top of a 1x3 inches glass slide, with the passivated PEG
2000 layer and nano-gold dots. Immobility of the substrate is further achieved with
an aluminum chamber. The dimensions of the wells resemble a 96 well plate.
Cell based screening development requires a multidisciplinary effort: (i) biological
input: screening of large libraries (ii) development of a suitable ”reporter cell” (iii)
microscopy know how, preferably automated microscope readouts for highthrouput
(iv) advanced imaging processing using algorithms for image analysis and interpre-
tation linked to a high level of bioinformatics [62] [135].
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Chapter 5
Screening adhesive peptides
5.1 Introduction
Perturbation of focal adhesions have been so far explored with (i) chemical com-
pounds screen[134] and (2) siRNA technology [189]. However no ligand-receptor
screens have been reported so far as input perturbation to explore cell adhesion
mechanisms in specific microenviroments at the nanoscale level. The perturbation
variables here presented are extra-cellular matrix ligands, potentially useful to ex-
plore such questions at the epigenetic level.
The homogeneous ligand distribution, controlled distance between ligands, and
effective passivation against non-specific adhesion in nano-patterns allows to study
ligand-receptors interactions, and adhesion-mediated signaling [7][166] [51] [75].
This chapter will illustrate the strategy steps to target adhesive and phenotype
specific ECM peptide ligands on C2 reporter cell. Here we present the use of the
designed ”lab-on a chip” platform, controlling the ligand input (library of peptides
as perturbations) and the readout response of the cells (number of adherent cells and
phenotypic changes). Further revalidation and a review on such results are presented.
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5.2 Results and discussions
5.2.1 Selection of peptides candidates based on adherent
cells
Cell attachment assays quantitate the fraction of cells that attach to ligand-imbolized
surfaces. The average number of adherent cells in control within a field of 10x, was
n=46 out of 168 counts in set of 4 images. Out of 35 ligands, 24 showed adhesion
above 40% in relation our control, the cyclic RGDfK which specifically recognise
αvβ3 integrins [24]. The given screening code identifies the ECM peptide and the
associated number is not related to any nomenclature, but simplicity to cite the
sequence in the screen.
The experiment was performed in one single batch. All surfaces were biofunction-
alized and passivated under the same chemistry conditions at once. The cell culture
conditions such as media and time applied to all the evaluated conditions. In other
words, all the samples evaluated were subjected to the same systematic error. Figure
5.1 summarizes the adhesion results.
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Figure 5.1: The chosen platform substrate for the screening was the gold nanodot
surface with 52nm nanodots spacing. The extra cellular matrix (ECM) peptide
library consisted of 33 peptides (Fibrinogen, Tenascin, Collagen, Fibronectin, CAM,
Laminin). The given screening code identifies the ECM peptide and the associated
number is not related to any nomenclature, but simplicity to cite the sequence in
the screen. Details on the screen peptides are shown in section 4.2.3. Progenitor
C2 reporter cells were cultured for 12h. Note: Fibrinogen 23, Tenascin 24, VCAM
25 and Collagen 27 were synthesized by Invitrogen. The last group corresponds to
the same sequences as Fibrinogen CV17, Tenascin CL12, VCAM 1 CS8 and collagen
CR10 respectively. Cell Adhesion quantification was based on the average number
of adherent cells in comparison to RGD control, n=46 out of 168 counts.
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5.2.2 Selection of peptides candidates based on phenotypic
behavior
The aim is to target ECM sequences that produce cytoskeletal changes in the C2 pro-
genitor cells. This allows us to further research peptides that are potentially interest-
ing for studying ligand-receptor interactions, adhesive-signaling mediated molecular
pathways and adhesive ligands effects upon differentiation.
After quantifying the number of adherent cells in the screen, a further qualitative
selection was performed manually and compared with the RDG control. Cell mor-
phology was visually classified as either spread, elongated, or clustered. A scoring
system from 1 to 5, 5 being the highest, was established as shown in figure 5.2. Phe-
notypes that scored above 4 were taken as candidates. A total of 10 out of 24 ligands
that induce adhesion were chosen as preliminary candidates. The table in figure 5.2
highlights 3 groups of candidates: cluster (FG CG23, FG CG 17), elongated (FN 1,
FN 3, FN 5, LM 14) and spread (FN 10, LM 21, LM 22 ).
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Figure 5.2: Images of representative ligands, showing manual high or low scores in
spreading, elongation and clustering. The table summarize the scoring assign to the
first round of selected peptides. The given screening code identifies the ECM peptide
and the associated number is not related to any nomenclature, but simplicity to cite
the sequence in the screen. The scale bar is 100 um.
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5.2.3 Validation on selected candidates
Adhesive peptide candidates were selected based on their adhesion performance,
strong phenotypic changes (high score) and/or rare phenotypes such as clusters. In
this manner we identified hits that in visual scoring were significantly different from
controls.
Candidates were revalidated twice. In the first round the phenotype in all the
screen images was visually examined again. Figure 5.3 summarizes the phenotypic
observations. In the validation process, fibronectin (FN) ligands 1, 3 and 5 did not
appear elongated and the results were not reproducible. Fibrinogen (FG) peptides
CG23 and CG17 looked alike (hetereogeneous clusters) with high standard devia-
tions. Both fibrinogen peptides belong to the same region in the fibrinogen molecule
and differ from each other in few aminoacids (see figure 4.10 in section 4.2). The
phenotype of Fibronectin 10 is similar and slightly spread in relation to the control.
Some cells in the Laminin 14 appeared more elongated. Laminin 21 and Laminin 22
spread above all the most.
In the second verification the number of adherent cells are re-counted. The cell
shape in segmented and values of spreading as well as elongation are obtained. FA
number, area and elongation are also quantified. Due to the large amount of data and
in order to highlight the most relevant features for comparison, the multiparametric
plot is reduced to 3 variables (cell area, number of adherent cells, and number of
focals) as shown in figure 5.4. A complete statistical quantification and analysis for
the second validation are in figure 5.5.
The values are report having as a base line the RGDfk control to visualize the
decrease and increase in relation to the control. The reported standard deviations
appear high, this is attributed to a wide population of cells, including those that are
dividing and starting to spread. The histograms show in the upper right corner the
size of the population.
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Figure 5.3: Revalidation of phenotypic changes. Fibronectin 10 is similar to the
control, Laminin 14 is slightly elongated and Laminin 21 and Laminin 22 spread
above all the most. FG CG 23 show a rare phenotypes of cell cluster. The scale bar
is 100 um.
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Figure 5.4: Multiparametric plot showing main relative variations among peptides
at 52nm. Base line control corresponds to RGDfk (zero). The average cell area
n=1631sq um out of 399 counts in a set of 8 images, average FA number n=51 out
of 740 counts in 12 pictures, average cell number n=49 out of 399 counts in a set of
8 images. The FA images at the bottom show paxillin adhesive structures, most of
them in the periphery. Scale bar is 25 um.
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Figure 5.5: Mutiparametric fistogram (cell area, number FA, number of cells) at
52nm.
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5.2.4 Adhesion review on selected candidates
The changes in phenotype are an intrinsic property of the adhesive perturbation.
The same systematic error in the substrate preparation and cell culture applies to
all the evaluated conditions. Under the screen frame conditions and all the inclu-
sive variables (such as ECM self-production), the ligand plays a pivotal role in the
adhesion activity here report (figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6: The same systematic error in the substrate preparation and cell culture
applies to all the evaluated conditions, including self produced ECM.
Figure 5.7 condenses relevant information of the candidates ligands experimen-
tally studied in this research. In the table the associated receptors found in literature
are reported. No statements or final conclusions can be made between the ligand-
receptors reported in literature and the change in morphology / adhesion observed
experimentally. More than one receptor could be involved in recognizing such a se-
quence. It is not possible to assume that such receptors reported in literature are
present in C2 cells. To answer this question, immune fluorescent antibody staining
of integrins and proteoglycans is the next step to ensure the presence of the potential
receptors. The FACS technique could be potentially used to target this question.
It is observed on the reported C2 cells, a high spreading and high score in adhesion
for the laminin 22. The laminin peptide 22, displayed the highest FA abundance
from all candidates. Two times more than the RGD fibronectin control alone. This
synthetic laminin fragment (20 amino acids long) has been shown to exhibit strong
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Figure 5.7: Summary of selected candidates. The given screening code identifies the
ECM peptide and the associated number is not related to any nomenclature, but
simplicity to cite the sequence in the screen. References A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K, L, M, N, O correspond respectlively to [140], [66], [79], [95], [142], [180], [94],
[114], [199], [108], [184], [172], [27], [33], [161].
heparin binding activity [27]. Many cells exhibit heparin-like structures on their
surface [50] [122]. Cell surface heparan sulfate (HS) present in adherent cells, is
synthesized on a variety of cells surface proteins but is mainly present on two major
families of membrane-bound proteoglycans (PG’s), the syndecans and the glypicans
[12].
Previous studies have shown that syndecans act as adhesion receptors by engaging
with fibronectin, laminin or vitronectin [38]. Syndecans which consists of a protein
core with covalently attached heparan sulfate chains [(glycosamiglycans)] also bind
to (GF) growth factors (including transforming growth factors TGF such as BMP
[12] [150]) that are either dilute or distant from their specific receptors, and essential
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co-receptors to GF’s and therefore parts of of the integrin-GF receptor system [169].
Overall the interest feature of proteoglycan receptors lies on the glycoamino chain.
It modulates the activation of a large number of extracellular ligands. It is reported
in literature that such chains, synergistically activate integrin activity [169] [116]
[12].
It is established that syndecans can co-operate synergistically with integrins
to regulate adhesion-complex formation, cell spreading and directional migration.
There is co-operation between syndecans and laminin -binding integrins (α2β1, α6β4),
and syndecan-4 synergizes with the FN-specific α5β1 integrin. In addition, syndecans
can activate integrins, for example syndecan-1 regulates the migratory function of
αV β3 integrin . Thus individual combinations of syndecan–integrin pairs influence
the type of signalling proteins recruited at adhesion complexes, and consequently the
physiological response elicited [169].
We speculate that adhesion in laminin 22 could be attribute to synergistic effects
between syndecans and integrins (figure 5.8). The substrate decorated with the
laminin peptide might activate the proteoglycan receptor and the glycoamino chains
funtion as (i) ligand for subsequent integrins and/or (ii) binding growth factors that
enhance adhesion or cellular response.
An important outlook of this screen is to further explore laminin 22 sequence,
and characterize the receptors involved in its activity. This might unleash answers
in the combinatorial engagement of syndecan-integrin.
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Figure 5.8: This rather speculative model highlight the importance of combinatorial
integrin-syndecan interaction and the role glycosamiglycans chains playing as ligands
that activate integrins and/or bind soluble growth factors.
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5.3 Closing remarks
A library of 33 ECM derived peptides ligands were screened systematically. First, the
peptide library is evaluated for cell attachment. Then, a qualitative phenotypic rating
system is introduced, and later measurements of significant phenotypic characteristics
are performed, figure 5.9 summarize the screening strategy. Out of this library 3
laminins, 1 fibronectin and 1 fibrinogen adhesive peptides-ligands were identified and
revalidated that induced a defined phenotype. Figure 5.9 summarizes the strategy
used to select peptide-ligands on C2 as reporter cell.
Figure 5.9: The input variable in the system consisted of a library of 33 extra cellular
matrix (ECM) peptides. The chosen platform substrate for the screening was the
gold nanodot surface with 52nm nanodots spacing.Out of 33 ECM peptide ligands,
24 showed adhesion above 40% in relation to RGDfk control. After quantifying the
number of adherent cells in the screen, 8 peptides were qualitatively selected and 6
revalidated ( 5 candidates + control).
Chapter 6
Screening spatial cues: distance
dependency
6.1 Introduction
After screening a library of ECM ligands, as chemical perturbations, we identified 5
candidates that produce accentuated phenotypic differences on well defined nanos-
tructures. Here we explore the spatial cues dependence upon cell adhesion. The
ECM candidates were screened on gold nanodots surfaces spaced at 52nm, 70nm
and 116 nm. The peptides are linear, up to 20 amino-acid short sequences and non
RGD containing. The significant phenotypic characteristics evaluated on this screen
were cell shape, which includes spreading and elongation and paxillin FA morphol-
ogy, which includes FA area; FA length; and FA abundance. Statistical analysis is
shown with detail in this chapter. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the chemical and
spatial cues addressed in the screen.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the chemical and spatial cues address in the screen. Chemical
cues: The peptides are linear, up to 20 amino-acid short sequences and non RGD
containing. The associated receptors known in literature are shown in the right side.
Spatial cues: the ECM candidates were screened on gold nanodots surfaces spaced
at 52nm, 70nm and 116 nm. The C2 muscle progenitor cells express paxilling-YFP
as FA component. The scale bar is 25 um.
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6.2 Results and discussions
6.2.1 Cell number and spatial cues
The cell based screening was extended from 52nm to 70nm and 116nm ligand spacing.
The number of adherent cells is shown in figure 6.2. The number of adherent cells
at 52nm is considerably higher for all ligands. Fibrinogen CG23 induced the highest
value of adherent cells (heterogeneous cluster of cells). At 70nm and 110nm values
drop to 20-30% in all peptides as compared to the control.
Figure 6.2: Adhesion dependence and spatial cues. The number of adherent cells
drop below to 50% and 30% at 70nm and 116nm spaced between gold particles.The
average number of adherent cells in control within a field of 10x, was n=49 out of
399 counts in set of 8 images.
6.2.2 Cell shape and spatial cues
Cell segmentation was performed in order to quantify cell spreading and elongation
which is shown in figure 6.3. Cell area showed higher spreading with the nanogold
dots spaced at 52 nm in peptides Fibronectin 10, and Laminin 21 and 22 (scored
above 150% in comparison to the control). At 70 nm and 116 nm ligand spacing, a
decreasing cell spreading tendency is observed. Cell area results on Fibrinogen CG23
were more irregular, and the distance seems not to affect the spreading behavior on
this peptide condition that shows a rare cluster morphology.
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On the other hand, elongation is not significantly affected by the ligand spacing
as shown in (bottom figure 6.3). Elongation is reported as the ratio between the two
axes of approximated elipses. The result indicates that the shape of such ellipses
remains more or less the same, independent of the peptide and distance.
Note that the standard deviation bars in the cell spreading area are large. This
is due to a wide population of cells including those that are dividing and starting to
spread. A complete histogram with the measured populations are shown in figure
6.4. The wide populations distributions shrink when the distance between ligand is
higher. A good example that highlight the distance dependency can be appreciated
on peptide laminin 22 in the mentioned histogram.
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Figure 6.3: Top: Cell area showed higher spreading with the nanogold dots spaced
at 52nm in peptides Fibronectin 10, and Laminin 21 and 22 (scored above 150% in
comparison to the control). At 70nm and 116nm ligand spacing, a decreasing cell
spreading tendency is observed with the exception of Fibrinogen CG23 that shows
a rare cluster morphology. The average cell area in control was n=1631 sq um out
of 399 counts in set of 8 images. Bottom: Elongation is not significantly affected by
the ligand spacing. The average elongation ratio in control was n=2,36 out of counts
399 counts in set of 8 images.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram showing cell spreading distribution on gold nanodots spaced
at 52 nm, 70 nm and 116 nm. A good example, showing the distance dependency
and cell area spreading can be appreciated on peptide Laminin 22.
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Figure 6.5: Histogram showing cell elongation distribution on gold nanodots spaced
at 52 nm, 70 nm and 116 nm.. Cell elongation is not strongly affected.
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6.2.3 Focal adhesion and spatial cues
The ”sites” of adhesion consist then of focal complexes, focal adhesions and fibrillar
adhesions. FA area, number and elongation is quantified in relation to the RGD
control and present in figure 6.6. Statistical details are shown as complete histograms
in figures 6.7, 6.8 and ??. In fibrinogen CG23, the number of focals were determined
by dividing all the focals in the image field to the average cluster size among the
collected data (4-5 cells).
F.A area and number decreases with increased spacing. This tendency is regard-
less of the peptide studied. The substrate with 52nm of ligand spacing provided
a higher number of adhesion sites. Abundant and larger focal adhesions mainly at
the cell periphery are reported for the selected candidates at 52nm. F.A area and
number decreases with increased spacing. This tendency seem independent and re-
gardless of the peptide studied. The substrate with 52nm of ligand spacing provided
a higher number of adhesion sites. Less paxillin containing structures are formed at
70nm. At 110nm,with the exception of ligand laminin 21 and 22, few visible paxillin
structures in the collected data.
F.A elongation does not seem to be affected, either by the ligand nature or
distance. The elongation is reported as a ratio with no length units. The shape
of the elipse representing the paxillin site remains relatively unchanged (Figure 6.6 )
The results in section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 on the C2 muscle cell line, suggest that
the distance plays a role in the number of adherent cells and cell spreading (except
for FG CG23). At 70nm and 110nm spacing between ligands adhesion performance
drop. The FA area and number here presented, also follow the trend, score values
decreases to 50% with increased spacing to 70nm.
Whether 70nm is a threshold or barrier where formation of stable contacts and
takes place, its a question for further research. More points to describe a curve are
neccesary. Additionally, the ligand-receptor for the molecules evaluated in this study
required further characterization.
There is also lack of information in the range between 70nm and 116nm. Recent,
studies on neuron attachment and growth have shown that anchorage of a cytoskele-
tal protein (spectrin) to DM-GRASP molecules inmobilized in nanopatterns drop at
70nm. Later adhesion recovers at 80nm and falls again at 110nm [75]. The phenom-
ena is attributed to the geometry and size of the DM-GRASP molecules which is 35
amino-acids long. No detailed information such as the folding and orientation of the
linear peptides in this study (20 amino acids long) are known.
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Figure 6.6: Focal adhesion and spatial cues. Top: Laminin 22 scored the highest at
52nm, with two times more FA than the control. FA number values drop below 40%
and 20% at 70nm and 116nm. Average number of FA per cell in control n=51,7 out
of counts 740 counts in 12 pictures. Middle: The FA area dropped below 50% for
the ligands at 70nm and 116nm. Average FA area per cell in control n=70, 7 out
of counts 740 in 12 pictures. Bottom: The elongation of FA doesnt appear to be
affected by the interspace distance between ligands. Average FA elongation per cell
in control n=2,15 out of counts 740 in 12 pictures.
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Figure 6.7: Complete histogram showing F.A area, elongation and number for se-
lected candidates in 52nm substrate.
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Figure 6.8: Complete histogram showing F.A area, elongation and number for se-
lected candidates in 70nm substrate.
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Figure 6.9: Complete histogram showing F.A area, elongation and number for se-
lected candidates in 116nm substrate
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6.2.4 Cell specificity: preliminary experiments on REF52
The REF52 fibroblast reporter cell is a well characterized system for RGDfK pep-
tides which specifically recognise αvβ3 integrins [24]. The cell adhesion findings on
nanopatterns revealed that a distance of less than 58-73 nm between receptor-ligand
bonds is necessary to ensure focal adhesion in integrin-mediated cell adhesion on
ligand-coated substrates [7]. The formation of stable contacts is fundamental for the
maintenance of cell shape [26] and cell adhesion force [160] [25].
The control ECM ligand, in our screen on C2 cells, is also the RGDfk. By
comparing FA formation and cell shape between cell lines REF52 and C2, we intent
to understand: (a) if the readout phenotype upon ligand perturbation is cell specific
(b) if FA activation below 70 nm is independent on the receptor, ligand and the cell
type.
When evaluating the selected candidates on the REF52 system. We observe no
remarkable intrinsic phenotypic differences when varying the ligands upon (figure
6.10). The selected candidates upon the REF52 cells appear to have a less sensitive
response, with no major effects in elongation, cell area spreading, or number of
adherent cells. Due to time constrains and the large set of images to process no
information on focal adhesion is reported for REF52.
By comparing the REF52 to the previous cell shape C2 results (figure 6.11 nor-
malized to control the RGD peptide on C2), its possible to observe the cell specificity
response of the ECM candidates upon C2 cells.
In general the REF52 fibroblast spread more in cell area but the number of
adherent cells were lower. Visually REF52 appeared more round in shape (low score
in elongation) and spread more than C2 cells regardless of the potential ligand-
receptor involved. No rare cluster formations were observed when testing adhesion
on fibrinogen FG CG23. The cell shape and the adhesion performance on C2 cells
was more heterogeneous as discussed in chapter 5. Interestingly, laminin peptides
21 and 22 scored higher cell spreading area on both C2 and REF52 cell lines. The
main information is the cell specific phenotype response of the selected candidates
upon C2 progenitor cells. The results on phenotype at 52nm ligand spacing are cell
specific.
On the other hand when varying the spatial cues, cell area and the number
of adherent cells decreases at 116 nm. However, due to the large amount of data
to process and time shortening, no concluding data on focal adhesion formation
were collected. So far, preliminary cell shape results are presented it here. Further
characterization of FA number, size and shape in REF52, might help to know whether
FA matrix formation is specific to the density regardless the ligand, the receptor and
the cell type involved.
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Figure 6.10: Intrinsic phenotypic changes on REF52 cells at 52nm ligand spacing.
Base line control corresponds to RGDfk (zero) in REF52. Average cell area n=2457
sq um, average elongation ratio n=1,46 and average no. adherent cells n= 27 out of
223 counts in set of 8 images.
Figure 6.11: Comparative cell adhesion results between REF52 vs C2 cells at 52nm
ligand spacing. Base line control corresponds to RGDfk (zero) on C2 cells. Average
cell number n=49, average cell area n=1631sq um, average cell elongation n= 2,36
out of 399 counts in set of 8 images.
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Figure 6.12: Distance dependence upon REF52 cells (number of adherent cells, cell
area and elongation). Normalization relative to the RGD peptide on C2 cells. cell
number n=49, cell area n=1631sq um, cell elongation n= 2,36 out of 399 counts in
set of 8 images.
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6.3 Closing remarks
The role of local integrin density, which is critical for the initiation of mature and
stable FA assembly was addressed for first time using a peptide pattern method based
on diblock copolymer micellar lithography technology [7]. In this study, a critical
separation lenght of 73 nm between the adhesive dots is shown to dramatically reduce
cell adhesion and spreading as well as the formation of focal adhesions in fibroblast
REF52 cells [7].
This feature is not due to an insufficient number of ligand molecules, and not the
total number of RGD functionalized nanoparticles, but rather the spatial confinement
and the restriction of integrin clustering via αV β3 receptors was crucial for proper
cell attachment and spreading [7]. Above the threshold of 73 nm, cells still form
lamellipodia and spike-like structures but they lose the stability of their contacts
to the surface and undergo major changes in shape and polarity [25]. To form
lamellipodia is not influenced by the distance between ECM ligands but the formation
of stable contacts, fundamental in the maintenance of cell shape [26] and cell adhesion
force [160].
The local generation of mechanical force causes global changes in cell shape (cy-
toskeleton) and motility, modulating gene expression [23] and producing changes
cell proliferation, differentiation and survival. The mechanical force developed by
contractile stress fibers within the cell can (i) induce a local Ca+ influx near focal
adhesions, (ii) produce the transition of β-integrin subunit from inactive to active
conformation [51].
Nascent Focal adhesions normally develop into mature focal adhesions (FA matrix
adhesion) as a consequence of the activation of Rho [32] and recruit intermediate
proteins such as Vinculin, Paxillin and Talin [204]. In cell based adhesion screens,
cell lines usually target fluorescent Paxillin as a prominent component in FA complex
[135] [134] [189]. Paxillin phosphorilation has long been associated with the cordinate
formation of focal adhesions and stress fibers [149][58].
From the results, obtained in this screen, we observed a tendencies in the ad-
hesion performance, which includes cell spreading and elongation and paxillin FA
morphology that is modulated with the (i) peptide ligand and (iii) spatial cue or
distance.
The cell area results in this screen showed higher spreading with the nanogold
dots spaced at 52nm in peptides Fibronectin 10, and Laminin 21 and 22 (scored 50%
more than the control). At 70nm and 116nm between ligand spacing, a decreasing cell
spreading tendency is observed. Cell area results on FG CG23 were more irregular,
and the distance seems not to affect the spreading behavior on this peptide condition,
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that shows a rare cluster morphology.
F.A area and number decreases with increased spacing. This tendency seem
independent and regardless of the peptide studied. The substrate with 52nm of
ligand spacing provided a higher number of adhesion sites. Abundant and larger
focal adhesions at the cell periphery are reported for the selected candidates at 52nm.
Few paxillin containing structures are formed at 70nm. Likewise almost no paxillin
containing structures are formed at the larger spacing 110nm, with the exception of
ligand laminin 21, and 22 with few visible paxillin structures in the collected data.
Receptor clustering below 70nm might not be exclusive for αV β3-RGDfk and it
might also be true for other receptors. But this question requires further prove.
Elucidating the receptors and formation of integrin adhesions would be a major con-
tribution. We address the importance of ligands as active sites in cellular response
producing specific and accentuated changes in cystoskeleton and FA. Moreover, ad-
hesion performance is subjected by the ligand spacing distance.
Beyond monitoring ligand induced phenotypes at the levels of cell morphology
and FA behavior, the next step is to examine the presence of integrins in the reporter
cell. Controls either by antibodies in combination with FACS or western blots would
be a major advance. Another way to prove the binding via specific receptors to the
substrates is to pre-block the receptors with the soluble peptide. This can bring
robustness and control to further explore receptor-ligand activation mechanism in
selected candidates.
Additionally, there is a lack of information in the range between 70nm and 110nm.
Studies on neuron attachment and growth have shown that anchorage of a cytoskele-
tal protein (spectrin) to DM-GRASP molecules inmobilized in nanopatterns drop at
70nm. However later on, adhesion recovers at 80nm and falls again its performance
at 110nm [75]. The phenomena is attributed to the geometry and size of the DM-
GRASP molecules which is 35 amino-acids long. No detailed information such as
the folding and orientation of the linear peptides (20 amino acids long) in this study
are known.
To research whether there is an specific range for focal adhesion matrix formation,
its another research project. An approach here introduced, to examine the role of
spatial cues inducing FA matrix adhesion, is comparing adhesion results between
REF52 and C2 cells. The RGDfk peptide which specifically recognize αV β3 integrings
is a common control, particularly well characterize for the REF52 fibroblast.
When evaluating the selected candidates on the REF52 system at 52 nm, we
observed the cell specificity response of the candidates upon C2 cells. When varying
the spatial cues to 116 nm, cell area and the number of adherent cells decreases.
We showed preliminary results only in this regard. Further characterization of FA
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number, size and shape is required. More data on FA might help to elucidate the
role of physical cues, in cell adhesion activation. Is the spacing, the ligand-receptor
or the cell type involved? It would be interesting to explore in detail, specificity of
density inducing FA Matrix adhesion formation. The results here presented are just
the beginning, regarding this interesting question.
6.4 Perspectives and Optimization
Perturbation with ECM ligands can be further explore with new design of peptide
motifs, that specifically interacts with key receptors . Sensitivity and ligand speci-
ficity using different amino acid lengths and structures can refine adhesive-signaling
research.
Multi-parametric cell based screens require the combination of technical skills
from informatics to cell culture. As in large pharmacological screens or high through-
put RNAi screens [42], automation is desirable to improve the output of the samples.
Setting robotic procedures for ligand biofunctionalisation during substrate prepara-
tion would be an advantage. A robot could facilitate pipetting the reagents into the
wells, coordinating incubation and washing steps.
Recent work has resulted a design for a fully automated high throughput (HT),
high resolution multi-well plate scanning microscope platform and its application in
several cell-based screening projects [135]. Additionally, a chamber that could adapt
to a 96 well plate dimension, with a larger substrate glass bottom could help to
standardize its use in a fully automated microscope. Also by increasing the number
of wells, the rate of acquisition will be significantly improved and eventually a large
data stack, for statistical robustness.
In terms of computing infrastructure, microscopy based screen can generate giga-
bytes of image data. A professional back up system with large capacity is required. In
addition, a laboratory information management system combined with a bar coded
labeling tracking can help to organize, store and retrieve all input and output infor-
mation of an screen. This include peptides, sequences, slide identification numbers,
raw experimental data and processed data.
Accurate interpretation and process of complex images can be optimized with
better algorithms to segmented the objects of interest [135]. Improvement in read-
out methods used in phenotypic assays to diversify and scored multi-parametric
morphological features will be an important contribution in the future. A main
problem encountered in biological imaging is background due to autofluorescence,
non-localize difuse labelling or out of focus contributions. Further advancement in
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several areas including data exchange, disseminating data sets online, and higher
resolution microscopy will particularly have strong effects on HT screening.
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Chapter 7
Preliminary cell differentiation
studies
The stable cell line named C2 progenitor cell or C2C12 is a well documented model for
studying cell differentiation and fate [193] [80] [197] [185]. They are muscle-skeletal
tissue myoblast with the potential to differentiate into bone or muscle. Figure 7.2
illustrate the (a) myogenic pathway (b) osteogenic pathway and the main (c) visual
and genetic markers.
There are several epigenetic factors affecting differentiation of cells. The one
we are dicussing in this thesis are spatial arrangment and adhesive peptides. In
this thesis, adhesive peptides that confer different cell shapes have been discussed.
Systematically we have identified bio-active ECM adhesive ligands that intrinsically
influence cell shape and spreading in myoblast C2 cells. Furthermore, it was de-
termined that 52nm spacing between ligands was the condition that provide strong
phenotypic changes.
How is the rate of myogenesis and osteogenesis influenced by define extra-cellular
matrix environments is the frame of this chapter. Here it is discuss preliminary
experiments with 3 peptides selected from the screening: Fibrinogen FG CG23 that
triggered a rare cluster phenotype, the sequence LM 22 that showed high spreading
and the cyclic RGD as reference control. Identifying components that enhanced or
decreased cell differentiation may help us to understand the mechanism and role of
specific ECM components in muscle and bone regeneration.
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Figure 7.1: Myoblast C2 default differentiation is towards the myogenic pathway.
Even without any inducing factor, cell-cell contact in C2 cells induces cessation of
proliferation and differentiation into muscle fibers. Transdifferentiation to osteoblast
is possible with the bone morphogenetic protein BMP [185].
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7.1 Experiment design
Figure 7.2: Identifying components that enhanced or decreased cell differentiation
may help us to understand the mechanism and role of specific ECM components in
muscle and bone regeneration. Progenitor C2 cells default differentiation is towards
the myogenic pathway, and myosin heavy chain MHC is the main marker. In response
to the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), activation of osteogenic markers such as
ALP is detected [110] [131][132].
C2 default differentiation is towards the myogenic pathway. To address the effect
of ECM upon muscle skeletal differentiation, myoblast cells were seeded on bio-
functionalized substrates (20x20mm) with 52nm gold dot spacing for 12h in 10%
FCS. Without any inducing factor, cell-cell contact in C2 cells induces cessation
of proliferation and differentiation into muscle fibers. After 96h, differentiated my-
otubes can be detected by inmuno-staining of myosin heavy chain in the contractile
apparatus. The samples were fixed and stained with MHC as the first antibody
(serum). As a second antibody, Alexa 568 was used. Image data was collected
with an Axiovert Microscope using a Texas Red filter (at 10x magnification). To
obtained quantitative data including number, elongation and area of myotubes of
the fluorescent objects were segmented in Image J. Data were further processed with
MatLab.
To address the effect of ECM upon osteogenesis, first the cells were seeded on
bio-functionalized substrates (20x20mm) with 52nm gold dot spacing for 12h in 10%
FCS. Afterwards, the medium in the cell culture was replaced by osteogenic medium
(10FCS + 500ng/ml BMP-2) and kept for 96h. Recombinant Human BMP-2 (Pre-
protech GmBH, Catalog 120-02) is a potent osteoinductive cytokine. BMP-2 is a 26
Kda homodimeric disulfide linked protein consisting of two identical 115 amino acid
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chains. In addition to its osteogenic activity, BMP-2 appears to play an important
role in cardiac morphogenesis, and is expressed in a variety of other tissues including
lung, liver, spleen, prostate, ovary, and small intestine.
In response to the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), activation of osteogenic
markers such as ALP is detected. The change in alkaline phosphatase level and
activity is implicated in a variety of physiological and pathological events such as bone
development [85], bone-related diseases [191]. SensoLyte pNPP Alkaline Phosphatase
Assay Kit Colorimetric (Anaspec, Catalog 71230) is optimized to detect alkaline
phosphatase activity in biological samples using p-Nitrophenil phosphate (pNPP) as
the colorimetric phosphatase substrate. pNPP turn yellow and can be detected at
absorbance 405nm (Tekkan).
We report the alkaline phosphatese activity (12h, 96h) in relationship to the total
amount of protein. For determining the concentration of protein, we used Bradford
Protein Assay (Quick Start BioRad, 500-0201). Brilliant Blue G-250 dye to proteins
and its detected at 595 nm in the assay using a spectrometer or mircoplate reader
(Tekkan)
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7.2 Extracellular matrix ligands effect on Myoge-
nesis
In the examination of myogenesis we found that substrates with 52nm ligand-spacing,
functionalized with Fibrinogen CG23, Fibronectin (RGD) and Laminin 22, support
the default myogenic differentiation. Cell fusion and differentiation starts 48 h after.
And myotubes are visible at 96h as shown in Figure 7.3.
A priori it is observed that myoblasts cultured on laminin 22 and fibrinogen
CG23, show a population with larger myofibers in area and length in comparison
to the control. To confirm such observation, quantification of the MHC stained
structures was performed. The histogram in figure show a myotube population in
the area range (2000-3000 sq um) and a population with longer myotubes (major
axis, 100-200 um) for Laminin 22 and Fibrinogen CG23.
In order to find a plausible explanation for this phenomena, we correlate the
myotube parameters with previous adhesion results. Figure 7.5 top summarizes the
scores in cell shape (area, elongation), number of adherent cells and F.A abundance
in the initial phase of adhesion (12h). The ordinate axis represents normalized values
of the four adhesion parameters (with respect to the RGD control).
After 96 hours in culture (figure 7.5 middle), myogenesis on P-22 (laminin) sub-
strates correlated with higher number of focal adhesions, higher cell spreading area
and more myotubes (lenght, area and number) in comparison to RGD control. We
speculate that a higher cell spreading and cell coverage on the surface, accelerate the
cell-cell contact during proliferation and therefore the cell fusion process. The higher
spreading of laminin 22 is an intrinsic property of peptide at 52nm spacing. We
speculate that this sequence interacts with proteoglycan receptors. And the GAGs
from proteoglycans capture extracellular matrix molecules that additionally favours
the adhesion and spreading of myoblast or synergistically activate other integrins.
With Fibrinogen CG23 as substrate molecule, we observed significantly longer
and thicker myotubes after 96h, not only in comparison to control RGD but also
to Laminin 22 (figure 7.5 middle). The reported standard deviation values are very
high. This is due to the wide distribution. While longer and more ”mature” myotubes
are observed. Some new small myotubes eventually start to appear. Interestingly,
the fibrinogen molecule correlates with score high values in cell number, with high
deviation standarts which correspond to heterogeneous clusters (Figure 7.5 top).
The rare observed phenotype is characterize by cluster formation or compact round
structures after 12Hrs. A few small focals are visually observed among 4-5 cells
cluster. We suggest that on fibrinogen CG23, the cells exit the cycle at an early
stage. We speculate that clusters posses higher initial cell-cell contact, and the
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myotube formation higher.
In this section, we have addressed how initial changes in myoblast shape and
adhesion, due to the intrinsic ECM ligands act as a cue in the cell-fusion process or
muscle skeletal differentiation (Figure 7.5 bottom). We suggest that cell spreading
caused by laminin 22 and cluster-formation caused by fibrinogen contribute to longer
and thicker myotubes.
The myogenesis results (MHC stained myotubes) were normalized to the control
cyclic RGD. It is important to highlight that RGD support myotube formation when
inmobilized in the 52 nm substrate as shown in figure 7.3. Previous studies have
reported an inhibition effect in fusion by RGD peptides when adding them in solution,
suggesting the process of muscle differentiation takes place by an integrin recognition
mechanism.
In this experiment, the myotube formation on RGD inmobilized peptides were
lower but not totally inhibited. An additional gelatin control, might be useful to
comparative illustrate the decreasing modulation of RGD upon muscle skeletal dif-
ferentiation. The RGD spaced with 52 nm did not inhibit the muscle formation or
cell fusion. This might only happen at lower ligand spacings.
We have choosen MHC as the main reporter marker for muscle skeletal differenti-
ation. No additional information regarding the level of expression of myogenin gene,
under the ligand and spatial conditions were explore here.
Previous studies conclude that an organize ECM is not required for activating the
myogenic regulatory gene (myogenin) in the initial phase of muscle cell differentiation,
but its necessary for achieving terminal differentiation of skeletal muscle cells [130]
[110]. The composition and spatial cues of the ECM achieving muscle differentiation
have not been elucidate it yet. And the mechanism remains unclear.
Here we report that specific ligand Fibrinogen CG23 (sequence) and Laminin
22 (sequence) spaced at 52 nm accelerate the differentiation of myoblast cells in
comparison to immobilized RGD. Furthermore we suggest that initial changes in
myoblast shape and adhesion, due to intrinsic ECM ligands act as a cue in the cell-
fusion process or muscle skeletal differentiation. Cell spreading cause by Laminin
22 and cluster-formation cause by fibrinogen might contribute to longer and thicker
myotubes. The receptors involved in the adhesion are not known.
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Figure 7.3: Cell fusion and differentiation starts 48 h after culture. Myotubes are
visible at 96h. A priori it is observed that myoblasts cultured on laminin 22 and
fibrinogen CG23, show a population with larger myofibers in area and length in
comparison to the control after 96h. The scale bar is 100 um.
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Figure 7.4: The histogram in show a myotube population in the area range (2000-
3000 sq um) and a population with longer myotubes (major axis, 100-200 um) for
Laminin 22 and Fibrinogen CG23.
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Figure 7.5: Quantification of the MHC stained structures. Cell spreading cause by
laminin 22 and cluster-formation cause by fibrinogen might contribute to longer and
thicker myotubes. We suggest that on fibrinogen CG23, the cells exit the cycle at an
early stage. It speculate that clusters posses higher initial cell-cell contact, and the
myotube formation higher.
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7.3 Extracellular matrix ligands effect on Osteo-
genesis
BMP-2 treatment of the muscle progenitor cell C2, inhibits myotube formation and
induces the expression of Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP), changing their differentiation
pathway into the osteoblastic lineage [80].
In order to understand the effect of individual ECM components upon osteogene-
sis. We cultured myoblast on the selected candidates for 96h in the presence of -BMP,
having as negative control RGD in the absence of BMP-2. Figure 7.6C reports the
alkaline phosphatese activity in relationship to the total amount of protein for the
selected candidates. At 12h in the absence of BMP, ALP activity was undetectable.
The results show that laminin 22 is an ECM ligand that promotes osteogenesis in
the presence of +BMP-2. The ALP activity report for Fibrinogen CG23 and RGD
were lower. The negative control showed very low ALP activity for RGD in the
absence of BMP-2.
While differentiation may cause changes in cell shape, several studies have shown
that changes in cell shape themselves can alter the differentiation of pre-commited
mesenchymal lineages. Micropatterned substrates with defined adhesive and non-
adhesive islands [171] have been used to control cell shape and spreading. Studies
have demonstrated that cell shape and spreading regulate adipocite and osteoblast
fate on on human mesenchymal stem cells [106].
From our screening studies, the laminin 22 ligand trigger a phenotype that spread
50% more than the to control. While Fibrinogen spread 20% less than in control.
We observed that specific ECM components modulated the rate of osteogenesis.
Previous experiments conclude that the composition of extra-cellular matrix in-
duced expression of ALP, by a mechanism independent of BMP-2 and without af-
fecting the expression of osteogenic determination genes such as Cbfa-1 or RunX2
[131]. However, certain components of ECM, presumably the integrins, are sufficient
to trigger an osteoblastic phenotype, but remain unknown.
It would be desirable to complete these studies by measuring the ALP activity
of the selected peptides in the absence (-BMP) after 96h. In addition evaluating the
expression of Cbfa-1 by RT-PCR, could answer whether the mechanism is actually
BMP-2 independent under the conditions here propose. For time constraints, we
present preliminary experiments. The result points out that Laminin sequence 22
enhanced slightly the rate osteogenesis.
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Figure 7.6: The results show that laminin 22 is an ECM ligand that promotes osteo-
genesis in the presence of +BMP-2. The ALP activity report for Fibrinogen CG23
and RGD were lower.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Outlook
A platform for cell adhesion screennig on nanostructures was here presented. Cell
based screening and nano-pattern technologies are emerging experimental methods,
that monitor cellular phenotypes as the read out and can generate, multi-parametric
data sets that are rich in morphological features. The significant phenotypic char-
acteristics evaluated on this screen were cell shape, which includes spreading and
elongation, and paxillin FA morphology, which include FA area; FA length; and
FA abundance. This thesis gathered and examined a library of ECM perturbations
as input variables to study cell adhesion, FA formation and the epigenetics in C2
differentiation.
Experimentally, cell attachment and phenotype evaluation on nanopatterns spaced
at 52 nm [7] was performed. The homogeneous ligand distribution, controlled dis-
tance between ligands, and effective passivation against non-specific adhesion allows
to study ligand-receptors interaction [7][166] [51] [75].
Out of 33 ECM peptides, 5 peptide candidates (Fibrinogen CG23, Fibronectin
10, Laminin 14, Laminin 21 and Laminin 22) were identified. Figure 5.7 summarizes
the results. The given screening code identifies the ECM peptide, and the associated
number is not related to any nomenclature, but simply to cite the sequence in the
screen. The control peptide is the cyclic RGDfK which specifically recognise αvβ3
integrins [24]. The candidates are linear in structure, non RGD containing and with
up to 20 amino-acids in their sequence. The observed changes in phenotype are
intrinsic to the adhesive perturbation and occurred at 52nm.
It was found that Laminin 22 mediated strong adhesion in C2 cells. This laminin
sequence induced an increase in cell spreading (50%) and number of FA structures
(100%) as compared to the control RGDfk peptide. Laminin 22 scored the highest in
FA abundance from all candidates, two times more than the cyclic RGD control alone.
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It is possible that the cell adhesion could be attributed to synergistic effects between
syndecans and integrins. This synthetic laminin fragment has been shown in early
studies to exhibit strong heparin binding activity [27]. It is worth mentioning that
laminin is one of the main component of base membrane essential in muscle and bone
development. Another interesting candidate was Fibrinogen CG23, that triggered a
rare cluster phenotype. The receptors involved in the phenotypic changes remain to
be elucidated. So far we know a priori from the literature few related receptors in
other cell systems.
In the next step, adhesion dependence upon the ligand spacing of the candidates
were evaluated. It is observed that the number of adherent cells decreased by 50%
and 70% at 70nm and 116nm spaced between gold particles. The cell area results
showed higher spreading with the nanogold dots spaced at 52nm and at 70nm and
116nm, a decreased in area is observed except for the fibrinogen peptide. Cell area
results on the fibrinogen candidate were more irregular, and the distance seems not
to affect the spreading behavior on this peptide condition, that shows a rare cluster
morphology. The reason is unknown, but the ECM Fibrinogen is known to clot blood
cells.
As for the cell elongation, the results don’t seem affected by the distance. A
decreasing trend was also observed with the FA number, values decreased 60% and
80% at 70nm and 116nm. Less paxillin FA structures are formed at 116nm, with
the exception of 2 laminin ligands with few visible paxillin structures in the collected
data. The FA area dropped below 50% for the ligands at 70nm and 116nm.
The study address the importance of ligands as active sites in cellular response
producing specific and accentuated changes in cystoskeleton and FA. Moreover, ad-
hesion performance is subject to the ligand spacing distance. The results point out
anundant and larger FA structures below 70nm. Receptor clustering below this bar-
rier might not be exclusive for αV β3-RGDfk and it might also be true for other
receptors, but this question requires further examination.
Beyond monitoring ligand-induced phenotypes at the levels of cell morphology
and FA behavior, the next step is to examine the presence of integrins in the reporter
cell. Controls either by antibodies in combination with FACS or western blots would
be a major advance. Another way to prove the binding via specific receptors to the
substrates is to pre-block the receptors with the soluble peptide. This can bring ro-
bustness and control to explore specific pathway mechanisms in selected candidates.
It would be interesting to explore in detail, specificity of density inducing FA
Matrix adhesion formation. To research whether there is an specific range for focal
adhesion matrix formation, regardless ligand-receptor and cell type, its another re-
search project. An approach here introduced to understand spatial cues induction
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of FA matrix adhesion, is comparing adhesion results between REF52 and C2 cells.
The RGDfk peptide which specifically recognize αV β3 integrings is a common con-
trol, particularly well characterize for the REF52 fibroblast. Additional data on FA,
for the selected candidates in the REF52 might help to elucidate the role of physical
cues, in FA matrix formation. The results here presented are just the beginning,
regarding this interesting question.
The identification of these ligands allow us to explore preliminary relationships
between ECM and cell myogenesis and osteogenesis. Progenitor C2 cell default dif-
ferentiation is towards the myogenic pathway. It is known that without any inducing
factor, cell-cell contact in C2 cells induces cessation of proliferation and differen-
tiation into muscle fibers. 3 out of 5 candidates were preliminarily analyzed for
myogenesis. It is observed that myoblasts cultured on Laminin 22 and Fibrinogen
CG23, show a population with myofibers larger in area and length in comparison
to the RGD control after 96h. High cell spreading caused by laminin 22 and cell
cluster-formation cause by fibrinogen might contribute to longer and thicker my-
otubes. On the other hand, in response to the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP),
osteogenic differentiation is induced and markers such as alkaline phosphatase ALP
is detectable. The results suggest that laminin 22 is an ECM ligand that promotes
osteogenesis in the presence of BMP-2. The ALP activity reported for Fibrinogen
CG23 and RGD were lower. The mechanism is unknown.
There are no complete list of ECM ligands within specific microenviroments or
niches published. The collection of ligands presented here, provides a framework for
understanding the enviromental cues or niches in which muscle progenitor cells can
proliferate and differentiate. This list can potentially grow and be used to charac-
terize their interplay in other cell systems.
Perturbation with ECM ligands can be further explored with new design of pep-
tide motifs, that specifically interact with key receptors . Sensitivity and ligand speci-
ficity using different amino acid lengths and structures can refine adhesive-signaling
research.
Multi-parametric cell based screens require the combination of technical skills
from informatics to cell culture. Difficulty arises in handling a large number of sam-
ples manually. Automation of sample preparation and better algorithms to process
complex images is desirable to improve the output of the samples, and accuracy in
interpretation of the results. Further optimization includes barcode sample tracking,
online data sharing and higher resolution microscopy.
A strategy for quantitative analysis of cell-matrix interactions is presented here.
The methodology can be used for (i) system biology: elucidating the biological func-
tions of ECM adhesive sites, and their role in the regulation of cytoskeleton assembly,
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and in mechano adhesive-signalling, (ii) drug discovery to treat human diseases by
identifying inhibitors and activators of cell adhesion and (iii) regenerative medicine:
by collecting adhesive ECM ligands that provide a framework for understating the
environmental niches in which adult stem cells can adhere, proliferate and differen-
tiate.
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